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Chapter Six
Development of the care pathway & organisational change

Introduction
In this chapter, some of the problems in developing and implementing the care pathway will be described such as the ability to describe and represent psychiatric work. The research study took place within a volatile change environment. Particular problems were maintaining interest and engagement with the project and morale within the team. Throughout the entire process, the researcher endeavoured to follow an action research cycle (Carr & Kemis 1986) through a series of working group meetings and individual discussions. Some of the difficulties in conducting the study will be reviewed.

Problems with development & implementation

Visibility of psychiatric work
Much research has been undertaken to establish the role and function of major occupational groups in psychiatry (Miles 1977) although this has been found difficult for hospital settings (Walton 2000). The first major theme identified in the data was the difficulty in describing the process of psychiatric care and how respondents identified the most and least visible parts of work tasks. A second factor was the perceived complexity or simplicity of the care pathway for practice.
Some respondents identified a whole list of roles and functions for psychiatric professionals whilst others focused on tasks such as administering medication. For example Linda who was a staff nurse working on the ward suggested that the work of mental health nurses was difficult to quantify into tasks:

You’re seen to give out medication but talking with a patient on a one to one is invisible, managers can’t see what you’re doing.

Simon experienced difficulties in describing the process of psychological care largely because of the traditional way, in which he worked. In both the working groups and interview data Simon claimed that he never conceived his work to fit into a standard pattern. For example, following a patient assessment a case formulation would be developed which would then lead to an unpredictable number of contact sessions. Each session would then be guided by the response of the patient. Illustrating the difficulty in specifying the process of psychological care, Simon described the process of care pathway development as a ‘discovery’ and a ‘challenge’. Similarly for other respondents, their descriptions of usual care were very nebulous, particularly when describing symptom management and predicting response to treatment. George described the experience as ‘at one stage it’s in focus and next it becomes blurred and suddenly it becomes a hugely difficult question to answer’.
Although some respondents identified that the care process and the human condition was beyond clearly described processes, the view from Giles was that care could be described as a series of tasks:

*We have treatments and outcomes and given the unshakable reality of those things, it is not a myth to try and pursue a better way of doing that. There is a beast in that jungle you are trying to catch; it’s not an empty jungle.*

George also observed the difficulty for clinicians to identify core tasks in the working group meetings but took solace from the research nature of the study. During a later interview, George suggested that the care pathway would be more accurate with ‘future generations’ of development and shaped by the patients treated within it. However, this ability to develop the care pathway would be limited by the professional team to explain their action.

Derrin found it difficult to identify the work tasks of an OT and argued for the individualised nature of patient care. In line with other respondents, there were some aspects of practice that were easy to identify (assessments), whilst the less visible parts were more difficult to define such as motivating patients and setting aims and objectives for any resultant problems. This observation can be compared to the process of ‘caring’, which is again difficult to define, and in many respects, invisible in the care process (Barker 2000). The nursing profession has found it difficult to identify practice parameters (Witz 1992)
largely due to parts of practice being less visible and this has been partly supported by this study. Likewise the OT profession have found it difficult to explain practice to others because of the various settings in which they work and the many interventions they proclaim to use (Finlay 1997).

Pat identified that he had problems in specifying the work that he carried out with psychiatric patients and attributed this to the complexity of psychiatric work. Coupled to this was difficulty in deciding the exact intervention leading to the improvement. Pat suggested that most patients who present to the service would follow a set progression of tasks, although noted the difficulty in describing this list of tasks. Similar experiences were found in a case study into developing a care pathway for mentally disordered offenders (McQueen & Milloy 2001). These authors found that as the monthly development groups took place, the care pathway changed to include aspects of best practice and particular legal issues pertaining to this type of client group. Pat suggested that it would take a number of generations of care pathways for it to became a true representation of care:

Finding that key pathway of a schizophrenic patient is extremely difficult to pin down. The first few pathways are nothing more than theoretical quoting, because you’ll say I do such and such, but that won’t be defined or accurate.

Mike observed that nurses were content to identify those tasks attributable to the medical model and mental health legislation. However they were unable to move
beyond tasks that he describes as ‘the old sort of mental health issues’ such as ‘give medication’, ‘monitor for side effects’ and ‘signs and symptoms of illness’.

These visible tasks were very easy to describe and place onto a care pathway. The danger with this point is that the care process may be broken down into only the most visible and ‘mechanical’ parts and not on the central vehicle of nursing practice (nurse-patient relationships), which has been identified in previous sections and also in the theoretical literature (Buckingham & Adams 2000).

Although some clinicians stated their difficulties in identifying the tasks that clinicians perform, others such as Steve were strongly in favor of clarifying professional roles, if only to do it in the most basic of processes:

> It’s possible to itemise what clinician’s do from day to day for the sake of accountability and clarity, so that we’re all working towards the same goals and aren’t using interventions that are going to work against each other.

Simon offered a competing perspective of the task-orientated nature of the care pathway by drawing on his experience as an educational psychologist working with the national curriculum. Simon questioned whether the approach of a care pathway was ultimately accurate or cost effective to the organisation:

> Task analysis doesn’t fit reality because people tend to jump steps, so you’ve got a problem if you base your practice on a theory, and then find it’s false. A pathway is just an ideal and it may be more pain to implement than the services as they are.
A further problem with presenting psychiatric work as a task is that it shapes the way practitioners view the patient and perhaps denies other sources of information. Giles argued that it might lead clinicians to treat all patients the same (the intention of standardisation) regardless of whether it is appropriate:

When the care pathway says have your first assessment within two days, and on day two and a half a really crucial piece of information comes along, that piece of information isn’t seen in the same light because you’re no longer thinking about assessment.

It could be considered that those visible tasks, (e.g. as carrying out the care program approach, or patients responding to medication by set times) are more amenable to standardisation. However, those tasks that are less visible, (e.g. relationship building or patients coping with their illness or development of insight), may be less amenable to standardisation. The least visible parts of the care process were more likely to be included as examples of individualised practice and the resultant effect of these occurrences could arguably be a less representative sequence of care on the pathway compared to the realities of psychiatric care. The nature of a care pathway would be to include aspects of care that could be standardised. However, when respondents were unable to achieve this it led respondents to view the care pathway as lacking detail or too simple. The following examples will unpack these contrasting views and examine how they compare to the complexities of psychiatric practice.
The logic of a care pathway is to attempt to have all care that is delivered adequately described (Petryshen & Petryshen 1992) although respondents spoke about how their conceptions of the care pathway would not always capture the totality of care. For example doctors who designed the medication care pathway prompted the response it was too simplistic to account for the complexity of psychiatric care. Kerry felt there was a danger in that it may lead people to provide an idealised picture of health care:

*Only prescribe Lorazepam if this person is aggressive, but the reality is that you would prescribe in case they became aggressive, you would use it a lot more frequently than the care pathway states.*

The process of developing the care pathway may have constrained respondents to identify the most visible parts of care and in doing so respondents may have perceived the care pathway to focus on single interventions that lead to clear outcomes. For example, giving medication and symptom reduction. Other respondents may have been aware that the ‘goals of intervention are multi-dimensional’ (Perkins 2001) and that a care pathway may distort the view of psychiatric care.

For Giles, the care pathway needed to be developed in a way that offered a network of options with more complex interactions. Giles suggested that the care
pathway would need to reflect a patient's condition where progress and treatments changed constantly:

> For any one instant there is no correct drug treatment, but 20 or 30 forms of drug treatment...It's not as simple as saying that this person goes into box A then do B...care pathways reflects a crude digital signal of a much more subtle analogue curve.

George suggested that it would be more appropriate to start off with a basic version of a care pathway adding more elements to build up to a greater account of psychiatric practice and so 'reflect more honesty about what people do'. George built on this theme in a later interview by suggesting that the care pathway was not reflective of the reality of psychiatric care (in support of a view that the care pathway was too simple). The care pathway was constructed by the participants, but ultimately not delivered:

> It represented a large economical chunk of it where it comes down to this purchaser/provider requirement but it wasn't what's delivered to the patient because very little was being delivered.

Simon identified that a standard package of psychological interventions could be developed but argued for this to be at a basic inclusive level so that it’s relevance for all patients could be maintained. An example was a simple statement where 'everyone must be offered therapy, the chance to talk to somebody and to standardise a repertoire of actions and responses at a simple level'. Simon felt that the danger in determining care in more precise terms was that 'no one can
fit the reality of it ‘and so invalidating the care pathway. However, Simon may be indicating a problem experienced by other respondents where only the most visible parts of psychiatric care could be illustrated. Alternatively Simon may be deliberately evading the process of specifying his role. Johnson (1972: 43) noted that professions entered into a ‘process of mystification’ when examining what they do. The researcher also observed that uncertainty of role was not completely attributable to an inability to describe psychiatric work. In both the working groups and individual discussions respondents were unwilling to specify their role and function and focused on the most visible parts of their role. Clinicians may highlight the uncertain parts of their role to hinder the ability of managers to control the work process.

The care pathway attempted to represent work tasks into a single working document by negotiating the content of a clinician’s role that was acceptable to them. This led to the criticism that the care process lacked the required detail and focus and misrepresented the nature and workload attached to patient groups. George offered further deficits on the care pathway structure:

*It will identify what services are offered and identify housing needs, but then can’t specify what those workers are going to do about those problems or the actual clinician work load, it will say the person has social care deficits but doesn’t say how the OT will tackle them.*
Kerry noted other problems such as the care pathway not recording medical contact sessions with the patients. For example, Kerry could see some patients every day and this may not be recorded whilst for others it was unnecessary to see them as prescribed on the care pathway. Essentially, the care pathway failed to take account of the intense contact at the start of the admission and the tapering off later. However, the function of the care pathway was to ensure that psychiatric patients were seen at regular set intervals throughout the admission period. Moreover, as Kerry commented earlier, she felt constrained by a care pathway.

The nature of writing down problems, interventions and outcomes for in-patients with schizophrenia led to some respondents feeling that it failed to represent the realities of psychiatric care on hospital wards. However, others suggested that the care pathway illustrated a crude minimum of what a patient should receive in hospital. It has also been noted that describing the visible parts of psychiatric work attempts to make practice more transparent. The question asked of respondents assumes that psychiatric care can be described and to a certain extent respondents attempted to describe it. However, they were limited to only the most visible parts of psychiatric work. Observations carried out by the researcher found that clinicians performed more tasks for the patient than was detailed on the care pathway. For example, the doctor assessed the patient more frequently than that detailed on the care pathway. Moreover, evaluations of
nursing care occurred daily in the ‘hand-overs’ but neither were they documented in the clinical notes or included on the care pathway. This could be due to the difficulties in describing psychiatric work such as clinicians not knowing about their role or poor preparation for undertaking the task.

Alternatively, respondents may be deliberately evading the process of describing psychiatric work due to a perception of vulnerability in the working group process. In all, the ability to describe psychiatric work was problematic and constrained by a number of complex factors.

**Inserting care delays**

A second major problem for the development of a care pathway was the insertion of delays in the care pathway. Some respondents have suggested delays were inserted into the care pathway in order to give clinicians ‘time’ to carry out tasks. The most commonly noted delay was the patient’s mental state preventing services from being carried out. In this section some of these care delays will be reviewed as one of the problems in developing a care pathway.

Many respondents who were both positive and negative about the ideology behind a care pathway noted the patient’s pathology as a reason for why some services could be accessed and not others. The difficulty in predicting a patient’s clinical progress was rigorously defended in all working group meetings. From a community worker perspective Mike spoke about some of the delays that he
attributed to the mental state of the client following implementation of the pathway:

*I didn’t see Peter on the ward for the first two weeks because he was very paranoid. It would have been fruitless for me to come around and sort out community needs or do a CPA on him, it would have harmed our relationship and wasting my time trying to get things done.*

Observing this factor from an in-patient perspective, George also highlighted the need for symptom control as a barrier to accessing services in the care process:

*With Tanya there is nothing we can do until symptom control, she’s not even willing to entertain the idea of looking at the reasons for her requiring admission and she won’t do because her delusions are extremely fixed.*

Pat felt that clinical symptoms could be controlled within a ‘reasonable time’ but was unable to say what this would be. Alternatively, for Zeb the problem lay with the interface between external departments such as housing and welfare agencies:

*The locality will say we know what were doing, we don’t need anything new to tell us how to do it, the bad things are to do with not enough housing and not enough beds and getting benefits quickly.*

Some studies have found that diagnosis accounts for only 6% of the variation in hospital stay (Horn et al. 1989) whilst Creed et al. (1997b) identified other factors such as levels of suitable housing. Many reports have identified that
psychiatric patients remain in hospital beyond clinical need due to the lack of supported accommodation (Fullop et al. 1996). For Steve, this produced feelings of ‘frustration’ at being unable to make the system more efficient:

Nurses feel fairly helpless in that they phone up the key-worker or the hostel and try and get things pushed along the patient is just hanging around waiting to go, the problem is organisational and it needs to be standardised.

The Government has identified that NHS Trusts need to produce efficient mechanisms of ordering clinical information (NHS Executive 1998). Moreover, other studies have found that community workers do not always integrate with the ward team to plan for effective discharge as quickly as necessary (Barker & Walker 2000). For Tina, problems were observed in the way the hospital implemented its clinical information policy and so impacting on the hospital-community divide. This problem manifested itself as a care delay in the care pathway:

It’s an ad hoc process where clinical information passes from one sector to another and this delays the whole process of admission and discharge, it can take the CMHT a week to process a patient and allocate a social worker or a nurse and that’s down to poor communication.

A view from Zac who worked for the Health Authority was that the emphasis on acute mental health care needed to change, were the ward became more of a resource for the community team. Zac suggested that the majority of care should
be relocated to a community setting with the emphasis being to get ‘the patient out as fast as possible’. Zac advocated for the community team to monitor the frequency of admission but also manage the speed by which people were allocated a key-worker and discharged from hospital. However during a second interview, Zac built in the delay of finding accommodation (resource issue) and the possibility that this may be a realistic factor preventing people from going through a care pathway:

*However much you refine the care pathway so that somebody makes fairly rapid progress, if at the end of that time, there is no where for them to live, then the phenomena of bed blocking will prevail.*

Similarly to Tina, George identified the allocation of the key worker as a possible delay in the care system, which supports some of Zac’s points above. Reluctance was expressed in the working groups to change the process of patient allocation. Respondents identified that unless a patient was allocated to a community worker then a care pathway would not start. George suggested a greater role for the community mental health team where the community worker becomes the central person from the start of the admission. Reconfiguring the role of the community worker to act as the initial start to the care pathway suggested that not all participants acted to insert delays.

Likewise, it was the perceived bureaucratic blocks in the system that acted as a stimulus for Mike to engage with the project. For Mike, care delays were both a
bureaucratic and clinically related problem but the important issue was to distinguish when each barrier occurred. Using a care pathway includes variance analysis, which aims to provide some record of care delays (Schriefer 1995). However, before this system becomes useful it is necessary to be clear that some care delays are legitimate and not inserted for the needs of the staff groups. The process of psychiatric care requires adequate description for a care pathway to be designed.

Care delays may come from a source external to the care process such as accessing supported living projects. For example, Jude used this factor to suggest the care process should ‘build in time’ to account for this problem, and for this respondent, it was difficult to predict if or when accommodation would become available:

*The accommodation people will place time delays until tenancy can begin and so that needs to go on the care pathway because it takes about 4 months from the date of referral, and if the patient is accepted, the patient cannot come until a vacancy becomes available, put the patient on a waiting list.*

Bill perceived that the pressure in the service affected his ability to say when he would carry out an assessment of need:

*It’s reasonable to have an assessment completed within a month, but the difficulty is getting the appropriate accommodation, securing their
assessment date, having enough staff in the locality team to do the assessment.

With repeated interviews and discussion with community workers, respondents were eventually able to develop a sequence to assess and obtain a range of accommodation types for the care pathway. For example, the care pathway would determine high, medium and low supported accommodation and determine the stage for considering the accommodation type. For those patients that required intensive rehabilitation, a referral route was developed to quickly determine this need. This sequence would be the starting point to determine a future estimate for supported accommodation in community settings and displays again the ability to describe psychiatric work and reverse potential delays in the system. However, in only a few cases did the patients follow these routes and so the success in predicting the sequence remains questionable.

Additional to the problems in describing psychiatric work, respondents identified that parts of the care pathway were inaccurate due to the insertion of care delays or blocks in the system. The nature of the patient’s illness or the problems in interfacing different agencies was a major factor. However, there could be other reasons such as participants expressing the view that they ‘know best’ through their clinical experience. Closs & Cheater (1999) also considered this with the interpretation and application of evidence based practice. Zeb suggested that this attitude would undermine the process of developing a care pathway:
People have this genuine belief that they’ve cracked it and got a way of working that’s effective, its meaningful, it gives them satisfaction and if only everybody else did what they did, it will be even more wonderful but this gives them control which is not always in the best interests of the system.

There have been various examples of respondents both building in and removing time delays in the care system. Delays may be due to the unpredictability of a patient’s progress or bureaucratic issues such as the interface between the mental health system and other agencies. However, the inability for respondents to adequately describe their role affected the development of the care pathway. The ability to build in or remove time delays suggests that clinicians have a degree of control over the care sequence to either increase or decrease costly resources. By implication, respondents would influence this by the particular view they have over patient care. For example, if clinicians hold the view that care can be controlled it may lead to improved co-ordination of patient care. In this section, the scope to insert delays in psychiatric care was possible and one that a care pathway development process has been able to identify.

**Exaggerated view of work skills**

The difficulties in developing a care pathway may also be due to the difference between the practice and theory of psychiatric care. Much has been documented about the theory-practice relationship within clinical practice for nurses (Conant 1967, Fealy 1997, 1999) and social workers (Reay 1986, Marshall 1990). This
may have led to respondents giving an exaggerated view of their work skills. There may have been an appreciation of this supposed 'gap' in practice and respondents may have attempted to bridge it by exaggerating their role and function. Carr (1986) identified different ways of viewing the theory-practice relationship and identified four typologies, which can be extracted from the views of the respondents. Various examples of this theory-practice gap will be explored alongside how the care pathway was perceived to uncover these instances.

Clinicians experienced difficulty describing usual care for the care pathway and George for example firmly planted this problem with a tendency towards identifying theory as opposed to practice:

Looking at theories of what should happen and then working out how that fits in with what does happen, you're going to get a care pathway which is half practical, half theoretical.

This example illustrates a search for theory to guide practice (applied science approach), but also the dual existence of theory and practice as two entities (Carr 1986). The surprising observation from the working groups is that people who played a large part in the development of the care pathway expressed the view that much of the role and function of the clinician went beyond that of the care pathway. This became apparent when the care pathway was implemented into clinical practice.
Nurse training has been criticized for not providing nurses with the correct complement of skills (Gournay 1995). Respondents identified with this position and felt that a care pathway illustrated the gap between what nurses would like to do compared to what they have been trained to do. Peter identified that the care pathway was a version of ideal practice as opposed to usual care:

Assessing mental states or educating on prodrome relapse states is a specialised skill beyond that of basic level training and in making the care pathway doesn't change what we do.

Other respondents from a nursing discipline disagreed with this perception and posited that basic nurse training provided one with many skills included within the care pathway. However for George, the nursing environment within the hospital worked against a care pathway structure:

Nurses don't have an over-inflated view of their skills...I remember being trained to do all the things listed in the care pathway. Managerial duties have been pushed down the grades and this has displaced the therapeutic role.

Yet other respondents noted that although they had agreed to use the care pathway during its development, following implementation it enabled them to think about their work in different ways. For example Kerry observed that many of the interventions listed on the care pathway were 'ideals of what we should be doing' but were not a routine part of practice. For Kerry, being confronted with this conflict enabled her to question her own practice. This would be a positive
feature of care pathway development but only if it gave rise to improved patient care and this was not evident during this study.

The difference between the ‘ideals’ and ‘reality’ of psychiatric practice may be explained by the research approach and the way respondents were asked to describe psychiatric care. Walton (2000) also observed that psychiatric care was described as a ‘fragmented’ approach when data was collected through ‘impressionistic’ and a less structured fashion. However, respondents in this research study were asked to describe psychiatric care according to the structure of a care pathway. It appears that respondents deliberately exaggerated their work regardless of the defined structure of a care pathway.

Some respondents identified that the working group and development meetings led to nurses and other professional groups giving inaccurate accounts of their role and function and argued for a ‘reality check to be inserted’ to ensure that the discussion arose from a practical rather than theoretical position. In a sense, George was applying a critical approach to understanding the theory-practice relationship. This view accepts the contributions of both positions in understanding this complex relationship (Carr 1986). George suggested that some professional groups exaggerated their role and function due to the political nature and transparent structure of the care pathway procedure and that the
every day practice of psychiatric work *sounds very benign* compared to the rhetoric of evidence based practice:

*People make it up to maintain their own position in the Trust. There is no doctor who sits down every week and re-does the mental state examination and the nursing staff do not have regular key-worker sessions to educate their patients, it was all put in to make them look as though they're doing something useful.*

Supporting the above example, and describing the approach as *referring to a text-book* during the development of the care pathway, George reiterated the exaggerated picture of psychiatric care. Steve illustrated this point further by using the teaching package of interventions that was included within the care pathway:

*The education process goes along but it becomes the whole hotch potch of nursing interventions, which are so varied that nurses are not even aware that they're doing it. The care pathway leads nurses into a false sense of role security in thinking they can do things.*

In a sense, respondents have used the action research cycle as a form of self-reflection to understand the difficulties in constructing psychiatric practice within a care pathway. George recounts some of his thoughts on how the role of the clinician was misconstrued and exaggerated to fill the care pathway, but noted how this became apparent following implementation. This observation can be supported by the researcher's entry in his field notes because inspection of the care pathway found large parts were not being completed:
Everyone was in an idealistic mode, ‘I can do that’, but people didn’t know how it was going to reflect on them when they tried to put it into practice because people just carried on doing exactly what they were doing before and the care pathway didn’t reflect the care delivered at the time.

Jude described the content of the care pathway, as ‘too ambitious’ and suggested that the process of development should start with a simple representation of care. Following implementation, further parts of the care process could be included within the care pathway. This may reverse some of the exaggerated functions included within the care pathway but also enable a measured response to changing psychiatric practice. At no time during the working group process was a staged approach to development advocated by the respondents.

Ingrid claimed that the contents of the care pathway was a fair representation of OT work but identified that the type of patients who were admitted onto the care pathway would not usually receive the same level of input in her usual care. Again, this observation demonstrated the inaccurate content of the care pathway:

We do what is written down, but the people you had on the care pathway, from my own experience, they are difficult to engage, so I wouldn’t have tried to engage them as much as I did.
In this section three major problems in developing the care pathway have been explored. In the first, respondents felt that a care pathway presented a too simple or over idealised approach to care. This was largely due to the visibility of psychiatric work and how this dominated the less noticeable aspects of work on psychiatric wards. Moreover, identifying the process of care was difficult for the respondents. The role of the researcher was to facilitate this process. This was achieved by uncovering aspects of practice that respondents did not discuss such as when the psychologist became involved in a patient’s care or why patients did not receive community assessments at an earlier stage in the care process. This did lead to accusations from respondents of partiality in the collection of data. The researcher was accused of manipulating the development of the care pathway by forcing clinicians to say what they did for this particular client group.

A second problem was that respondents inserted delays into the care process. Many respondents recognised this occurrence and used the action research cycle to illustrate and learn from their working group experiences. Psychiatric professionals may have inserted delays into the care process to protect their role from increased workload or because of an inability to predict patient care. A third problem was a respondent’s willingness to exaggerate their role and function and this was presented as a theory-practice gap deficit. Respondents may have done this to protect their role in response to organisational change. A central element of the working group process was the negotiated content of the care pathway although this led to an inaccurate picture of psychiatric care.
Nature of change environment

Turnover of staff

The nature of change management programmes will produce a variety of responses from ‘enthusiasm’ and ‘support’ to ‘reluctance’ and ‘antagonism’ (Parsley & Corrigan 1994). In this section, the effect of managerial changes to the ward and community team and how this affected the development and implementation of a care pathway is explored. Particular problems covered by this topic, reflective of the wider problems in psychiatric hospitals, include the lack of adequate number of staff to provide the minimum therapeutic standards of care (Royal College of Nursing 1998).

Maintaining contact and commitment with a ward team experiencing a low retention of staff proved to be difficult. Both Simon and Steve spoke directly about the retention of staff and how this influenced the development of the care pathway. Such factors ranged from unstable management structures across the ward and community team, low morale, disrupted education process and poor participation in a change process. For example, a considerable number of the nurses involved with the project were moved onto other wards. This affected the relationship between the ward, community team and the working group process.
Giles spoke openly about his frustration at the disruption caused to ‘his’ ward and linked the changes exerted by management as the cause:

> At the start it was a more receptive environment and you’d find it much easier, you wouldn’t have nurses moving on, you wouldn’t have people saying sorry I’m too busy to fill in your forms. As a result of clumsy management changes, five of the best nurses left over night leaving the place in what was effectively a vacuum, there was sex on the floors, dope was being smoked openly, it was total chaos.

Steve also spoke about the importance of having an established ward manager prior to the start of the project. Steve felt that the acting ward manager was not always acting in the best interests of the project and described him as ‘stamping his mark on the ward’. Steve advocated a stable management structure in order to establish a care pathway:

> You’ve got a person who is anxious to make a name for themselves and any research is going to be subjected to that... care pathways was being used as a tool for the manager on the ward too improve their own systems which are already in place.

For George the ward experienced an unsettled period by not having a permanent ward manager and this affected the levels of motivation within the staff team for developing the care pathway. It was considered that opportunities to display leadership and innovation were not taken up by the acting ward manager such as staff meetings and supervision arrangements. George even questioned whether the ward manager was supportive of the project. Throughout the
duration of the study, three different ward managers were in post, each
displaying a different style and approach to the project. In the researchers’ field
notes, it was recorded that towards the end of the project, the third successive
ward manager paid only superficial attention to the project with little awareness
of the various stages of development or to the political consequences for
individual professional groups.

Ingrid on the other hand felt that the dynamics on the study ward had always
been difficult leading to the impression that it was a difficult ward to carry out
research:

_They’ve been going through a lot of different changes, but it’s always
been a difficult ward, it wasn’t a stable place or well received by the staff._

Peter was the second ward manager in post during the project and he was
candid about the major organisational changes that were past and present within
the organisation and how this distracted attention from the project:

_There’s not been enough stability on the ward, people moving, big
changes, more important considerations for people and energies had to be
in other directions. It was a shame you couldn’t keep up the momentum
at the beginning, because it felt very exciting and positive._

The problem with staff turnover was the perceived competencies of staff that
later were to be employed on the ward. George described the process as
'plundering' the more able members of staff and replacing them with 'rejects from around the hospital'. Other staff on the ward also registered their intention to leave the ward. George spoke about this being a particularly difficult phase because the process was reliant on examining role function and required interest from the new members of staff. When this enthusiasm was not evident, it contributed towards low morale within the team. This created a process were people were continually being trained to use the care pathway.

A particular difficulty for some respondents was the lack of preparation time for people to feel comfortable in implementing the care pathway. This led to increased pressure on the remaining few nurses. Jude stressed the importance of training all staff who were to be involved with the care pathways project, but also to have the right type of staff for it to be viable. Jude felt that care pathways should not be used if a hospital relied on agency staff due to the poor levels of training and use in practice:

*If all had been trained to use it, it would have been more effective because when I wasn't around things weren't getting done, it was the poor permanent staffing level you couldn't inform agency staff to be prepared in the same way because there was no guarantee they would be there the next day and then you ended up explaining it every single day. People had tried to use it as a normal nursing document and it hadn't worked.*

Steve felt that the changes implemented by management were a thoughtless action, which inevitably damaged the process of engagement:
Management didn’t have enough foresight to see the implications of pulling staff off Singleton ward, but they’ve taken people involved in the care pathway who were generally interested and enthusiastic and they’re now on wards were they’re not involved with the care pathway process...how they expected Singleton ward to engage with this project is beyond me.

Steve described situations where many agency nurses were being used who were both unfamiliar with care pathway systems and with the type of patient eligible for the research, thus affecting the viability of the project. However, there was also unwillingness from the agency staff to become involved with the research. Towards the latter end of the research study, there was a difference between the people who planned the pathway and those who carried it out. Steve identified the extra time and resources to educate and prepare people for the care pathway process and observed that the constant decline of staff destabilised the care pathway process.

Kerry noted there was a great difficulty in implementing the care pathway, in part due to poor communication channels but also due to not having a regular team of nurses. The problem became apparent when on-call doctors were called to assess the patient and so either ignored the care pathway components or made incomplete records within it. For Kerry, following the care pathway was ‘impossible and potentially litigious‘ without the full team knowing how and where to document clinical information. This finding is in contrast to that of the
literature. Hall (2001) for example suggested that communication patterns were improved with a care pathway and this prevented the chances of litigation cases from occurring.

Respondents have identified factors present in other studies documenting the problems in implementing clinical guidelines (Hadorn et al. 1996). For example, Cotton & Sullivan (1999) found that hospital doctors were too busy to carry out the guideline and were influenced by negative opinions from their peer group. Hospital nurses expressed concern over the lack of training. These factors were present in stable change environments. Some of the problems identified by the respondents may be due to the amount of extra paperwork involved in carrying out the care pathway. De Luc's (2000) study of implementing a maternity care pathway found many problems with the documentation, particularly the amount of time required to complete it. De Luc (2000) used the critical incident technique to discover that respondents perceived the care pathway to offer a no more useful source of information than the currently used paper systems.

In this section some of the problems in developing the care pathway in this research environment have been explored. For many respondents, the rate of staff retention from a full complement of nursing staff to one that relied on agency staff created many problems. The major issue was one of enthusiasm for the project alongside the difficulties of preparing staff to implement the care
pathway. There were many respondents who felt the problems of staff retention were due to managerial staff intervention. Other respondents felt that the problems of staff enthusiasm were evident before any managerial intervention. It seems unlikely that these findings would be a feature of all staffing complements in London hospitals but if this was the case, it would be difficult to develop care pathways within this changing staff environment.

'We just couldn't be bothered'
The preceding parts of this chapter have reviewed the occurrence of a low retention of staff and attention is now focused on some of the perceived effects of this staff movement. Morale and enthusiasm for change are important for new change initiatives to be successful. How these factors influenced the process of developing and implementing the care pathway will be explored.

The difference in morale from the start of the project to the end can be illustrated by the willingness to undergo an internal critique of practice. Peter described the nursing staff as 'fairly keen to explore practice' and willing to improve care processes. However, these positive aspirations for the research study quickly turned into negative views when sudden changes were made to the staff complement. Steve felt that the environment required a stable complement of nursing staff for effective engagement with the study. Moreover, as suggested
by George, the morale factor led to disciplines not *selling themselves* during the development process:

> It's difficult for people to say what they do at the best of times but for something that is cost efficiency based, each discipline would want to sell themselves to the highest to have 20 pages dedicated to just what they do on the care pathway to show how much the hospital needs them, but people couldn't be bothered to take ownership.

Mike expected Peter who was the acting ward manager to promote the project 'constantly' and this lack of effort turned into a potential barrier to generating interest. However, it may have been difficult for Peter to maintain motivation given the staff turnover on the ward. For Peter, attentions were directed towards practical ward management issues such as ensuring the ward nursing duty was 'covered' although he did acknowledge the difficulty for people to participate in the research study. Primarily this was due to people experiencing a wavering sense of morale, which led them to feel insecure in their role, and so it was 'difficult for them to achieve the basics, let alone extra research activity'.

Simon who was a clinical psychologist described how the project started with considerable enthusiasm and then stopped and attributed this effect to the lack of interest from clinicians and the absence of support from the Trust as a whole:

> Things have been sliding, and since I've only ever received one note about one person, I've just began to think well, is it just fading out. The ward hasn't backed care pathways for a second. The whole organisation
has to be persuaded. There was a lot said, say 6 months ago, when these meetings were happening, and then they stopped.

The problems in implementing the care pathway also stemmed from the lack of co-ordination between the ward and the community team. This process was coupled with the small number of individuals whom had invested themselves into the research study. This created a dynamic where some individuals were engaged in the implementation and some that stood as passive observers on the project. Buchanan & Huczynski (1990) note that this may be due to a lack of trust in the change initiative and certainly questions the approach taken by the researcher to engage the ward and community staff. Mike described the team as ‘fragmented and lacking in real interest’ and this led to the care pathway not being adequately completed. Moreover, Mike felt the study participants were conscious of other political factors occurring in the hospital referring to the ‘clumsy management changes’ that had taken on such importance for the staff in the hospital.

Mike commented on the level of insecurity that clinicians felt on the ward and how this adversely affected their involvement. For example, Mike perceived Wyn who was the general manager to be unappreciative of staff efforts and how a ‘blame culture’ permeated the organisation from ‘top to bottom’. This led to staff feeling insecure and reluctant to adopt new change initiatives and an attitude of ‘lets just do the basics’ leading to a maintenance of past work patterns.
Another respondent suggested that people failed to engage with the project because of the absolute levels of low morale on the ward, which created a sense of apathy for usual care practices. George identified that members of the team rejected the extra demands of the care pathway:

*If people aren’t enthusiastic about their job, the least possible route to existence and eventual laziness. People’s enthusiasm just died very quickly and felt they don’t do it (care pathways) on other wards, why should I do it here.*

In a further exchange, George spoke about how the care pathway documentation was incomplete leaving large parts of the care patients received unaccounted for. Information was not being documented about why an intervention or outcome was given or achieved:

*Variance weren’t being recorded and it didn’t reflect why the care wasn’t carried out. If the patient was too disturbed to do the education on the medication, do it at a later date, but that wasn’t done, no record was kept of that and it was a case of blank pages and laziness.*

Looking back over the implementation phase, Zeb attributed many of the problems of development to the unstable influences on the ward and suggested that the project should be re-established at a more appropriate time. However, having sufficient numbers of staff was no guarantee for ward motivation:
At the beginning, Singleton ward looked very stable but the big killer factor was the level of unrest. It was extremely difficult to predict how bad that would of got. You need new nurses coming on to the ward with a fresh approach, they’re not institutionalised, it’s very easy to settle into an air of apathy and new nurses do that very quickly.

Mirren observed that staff felt too de-moralised to engage with new ways of working. Additionally, there was a perception that clinicians were subject to high levels of past change and that any further change was going to bring about resistance. This affected the lack of commitment of the nursing staff to the working groups and the numbers of nurses who attended evidenced this. Nurses also felt demoralised because of colleagues moved by 'management‘ and others who were leaving to take up other positions in the Trust.

George offered a broader view by drawing on how the Trust managed new innovations and staff morale. For George, this resulted in resentment in engaging with a research project that was going to enhance the reputation of the Trust. The major factor for George was the feeling of a sense of depreciation and lack of support from the wider organisation. George described psychiatric work as a 'thankless task‘ and indicated that nurses felt sensitive towards this when the organisation undervalued their work:

People are less keen to be involved in something, which is extra to the minimum that they can get away with. If we can’t feel as valued members of staff, then we’re hardly going to develop the future of nursing for Hackney...people involved will get nothing from doing it and we’re doing the Trust a favour.
However, not all participants who engaged with the research project experienced a sense of low morale, although they recognized it within the wider workforce. Mike and Bill perceived the researcher as making a certain effort to engage them particularly with the research project. For example, Mike felt that he was informed more about the objectives of the research study compared to others. It could be that respondents who experienced a low sense of morale might be less inclined to engage with a research project. More effort would be required from the researcher to involve this potential group of staff with the development of a care pathway.

Other respondents commented about the one-way nature of research studies where the actual participants gained little benefit from engagement (Fryer & Feather 1994). Mike spoke about his perceptions of why respondents failed to engage with the project and recognised that people perceived it as a 'research project' which was 'short term':

*What do we get out of this because this isn't going to be on-going like CPA. If care pathways was coming in people would see it on a long term basis and lead to greater investment but it was just research.*

The nature of change affects people in different ways. The intention at the start of this research study was to identify a ward and locality that was both 'highly staffed' and motivated to examine practice. The researcher purposefully spent
time securing the commitment from all staff. Other factors identified by participants were the confusion of using care pathways alongside usual care processes and people being too busy for developmental work.

In this particular research study, there was a sudden change in ward personnel. This created a period of disengagement and disinterest from the project and this was also exhibited by feelings of low morale. There was also some reference to feeling under valued by senior management within the Trust and some studies have found that when people feel unappreciated there is a reluctance to collaborate and take on new roles and responsibilities (Davies 2000). In this section some of the problems in securing the role of the participants in developing a care pathway have been reviewed. The following section will focus on the role of the facilitator and the use of change management strategies.

**Managerial impact upon empowering process**

*Paradox of power*

The process of using action-orientated procedures to secure respondent engagement with the study will now be reviewed. As will be shown, respondents overtly and covertly used coercive management strategies to ensure compliance and domination over professional groups and clinicians. The intention was to use action orientated research methodology within a collaborative fashion, and as far as possible, this strategy was pursued. As detailed in previous sections, the
environment changed considerably, impacting on the morale and interest within the research study. Respondents wanted to take control of the project by influencing the researcher to make people comply with the care pathway structure.

George performed a key role in developing and implementing the care pathway from its conception. Even during the first consultation, George wanted to covertly ensure respondents complied with the actions of the research study and the researcher. Primarily, George wanted to introduce the care pathway in a way, which would prevent role erosion for psychiatric nurses. Tina spoke about 'selling' the proposed research strategy to the ward and community staff. This was in contrast to the views of the researcher who pursued engagement and empowerment:

Not being seen as having limited clinical credibility or some academic whose using the ward to get a PhD and being convinced that you’re committed to improving care, being careful on how we sell it as improving care.

Meyer (1993) attempted to use a bottom-up approach at the start of her study into developing patient centred care on a surgical ward but found circumstances in the field to dictate a top-down style. For example, an ultimatum was given to the ward manager, from the senior managers, to either support the project or leave. Similarly, both Wyn the senior manager and intermediary managers such
as Tina wanted to coerce people into being part of the research study. The researcher felt uncomfortable with this position, but similarly to Meyer (1993) had little choice in pursuing a compromised collaborative research process.

Both George and Tina were providing the researcher with important information to successfully engage the respondents. However, their intentions were to secure compliance. The surprising finding was that Tina wanted the facilitator to be autocratic in the management of the project and that she would 'support this way in all of the meetings'. George readily accepted that participants had been coerced into taking part in the project:

*It has been coercion because people were initially afraid to commit themselves to something that goes against traditional individualised care and potentially proving themselves surplus to requirements for the hospital and that's a scary thought.*

The intentions at the start of the research study were to let the participants decide the contents of the care pathway. However, major stakeholders in the process were reluctant to concede this ground to fellow colleagues. George felt that the role of the facilitator should be to externally examine practice and for this then to be endorsed by a group of professionals. George argued that this would be a more successful method of creating the care pathway. Pat advocated for a facilitator who would 'force' people into complying with the demands of the
care pathway structure and say, 'you’re doing this and you must change your ways of working'.

The OT department had been very cautious about engaging with the researcher throughout the study. Derrin spoke about how the care pathway had been developed in a highly political context and how she perceived general management as somehow splitting the voice from the OT department:

_There has been pressure on OT from management to cut back our resources and this project has worked that agenda, but Helen and myself have known each other for years, if we didn’t have a good relationship it would have been divisive with two messages coming out and this research was exploiting potential differences in working relationships._

Although Wyn who was the general manager for the hospital was overt about requesting OT to be involved with the project there was also a covert strategy to somehow undermine the effect that OT played in the whole package of care. The researcher had also gained this impression by informal conversations with Wyn. At the time of the research study, Wyn was in the process of taking management responsibility for the OT department. OT’s were unhappy with this development because they suspected that the autonomy of the OT interventions would be compromised. Wyn had stated to the researcher in a further informal contact that he thought OT’s ‘were a waste of time on the wards and they should be part of the numbers’. Wyn was referring to a desire for OT’s to be part of the
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complement of ward nursing staff. Derrin would be correct in her perception of managerial control by senior nursing personnel over the OT discipline.

Even at the end of the project, for Jude there was an acknowledgement that you need to have a recognised facilitator of the project who would command respect from all disciplines. A person employed within this role would add legitimacy to this task:

*You need a facilitator who will chase people up to ensure that they comply and you have to ensure that there is a system in place to monitor that. If it’s their job people won’t think, who is that nurse telling me how to do my job and they would just accept him.*

Following the process of implementing a care pathway in a special hospital for mentally disordered offenders, McQueen & Milloy (2001) also found that they needed to develop a ‘co-ordinator’ to ensure clinicians implemented the care pathway. A person with ‘great access’ to professional groups was advocated and the nurse ward manager adopted this role. The difficulty would be ensuring that other professional groups accepted the remit of this role and as demonstrated within this study, clinicians were resistant to examining roles and functions.

Both George and Peter attributed the willingness of nurses to engage with the project to the occupational class of the researcher, and the trusting relationship that had been established over the years by the researcher working for the
hospital. Paradoxically, this relationship with the Trust led to some respondents to disengage with the researcher and the project:

*It was a nursing led thing and we thought we could trust you but for others you were being paid by the Trust and they will have access to the findings when it’s published. People have been careful about disclosing too much information, so to limit awareness over what they do but this is not a criticism but you need to be aware of your agenda, your agenda is not too positive about OT’s or psychologists and you are pro-care pathways."

Other informants agreed with this perception, but wished to capitalise on this position. For example, Tina adopted a defensive stance towards the management of the project where ‘care pathways would be seen as a nursing initiative, not a medical thing’. This position reflects one of control and domination over other discipline groups. However, the researcher did not support this position and actively engaged with a wide group of people to be part of the project.

In an action research study investigating the development of an advanced nurse practitioner in dementia care and treatment, Rolfe & Phillips (1995) noted that the researcher also wished to change practice. However, the direction of change was supported by the researcher and so in effect, shaped the final outcome of the project. Respondents in this research study may have perceived the researcher to be exerting a dominant role in the care pathway project, although this was not a consciously engineered role.
Some respondents did not perceive the researcher as having a dominant influence. This finding mirrors that of the literature where qualitative approaches have the potential for informants to feel as though they are being listened to and influential in the representation of the ethnographic account (Patton 1980). Simon for example felt that the researcher was likeable and this led him to engage with the project:

*It’s by chance we get on, and I’ve done more for you than I might have done, but it’s to your credit that you’ve been persistent and pleasant that you’ve actually got somewhere against the odds because the organisation has not supported you.*

Some scholars have noted the importance of the interpersonal skills of the interviewer to gain compliance with the study objectives (May 1989) and similar to Simon above, Giles engaged with the researcher because of the amicable relationship built up over time. Giles also spoke about the constraints of his job impacting on the role he played in the research study. Giles was honest in his appraisal of his role in developing and implementing the care pathway:

*You’ve been so charming and persuasive, but I’ve got enough on my plate without you coming around wanting me to write it all down, fortunately the paper work has been kept to a precious minimum for me and all I do is sign and agree with things, and they’re written down on paper, and so I’ve got away with it.*

In this section, the perceived role of the facilitator in managing this research study has been explored. Action orientated methodology aims to empower
participants to change practice (Webb 1989), attempting to draw people from all perspectives. However, evidence from this particular context conflicts with this perspective. Respondents wanted to coerce participants into working with care pathways and for some discipline groups such as nursing, to take ownership of the project. A perception of professional coercion may have led clinicians to feel uncomfortable with the development of a care pathway.

Managerial styles

*Approach used by the researcher*

It is widely reported that clinicians are more receptive to developments if they are involved in their development and this typically means using a bottom-up approach (Kennedy 1996). In this section, it will be explored how the researcher was able to adhere to this ideal but also adapted the style to match the local needs of the research context.

The need for the facilitator to be perceived as both a 'specialist' and available for consultation is important for the development of care pathways (Hainsworth *et al.* 1997). Zeb was able to confirm this view when the researcher attempted to engage with the community staff. The researcher made several visits to the community team and attempted to secure their involvement throughout the research study although there was only partial success:
Get the community staff to see you as knowledgeable at the initial stages because then they'll feel they've invested something in it and trust you because if you're not involved then you tend to think well it's not going to work and then it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy of why should we listen to him.

Some respondents were very clear about the way individuals should be 'instructed' to engage with the research project and actively supported autocratic change management styles. For example, Zeb wanted 'instruction in writing from the Trust board' telling clinicians to participate with the research study. This departs from other studies, which encourage participative decision-making processes (Broome 1980). Other respondents have taken a mixed perspective where both change strategies should be used. Mike reflected on his own contributions and felt that opportunities were made to 'describe the real world in the community and the restrictions'. However, Mike still valued the importance of gaining higher managerial support, which may force other clinicians to be part of the project.

Degeling et al. (1998) found that if the hospital management culture was perceived to have an organic orientation in involving staff in the development of initiatives (i.e. bottom-up and participative), more of the respondents were geared towards accepting work control methods. However, this was not perceived to be the case for the staff working in the hospital within this study. For example, Mike felt that management should have addressed some of the 'deeper' problems occurring within the organisation that were making clinicians
feel uncomfortable such as the levels of poor motivation and disengagement experienced by the team. Reversing these negative staff attributes would be vital so as to enable staff to positively embrace the work control methods contained within a care pathway.

Other respondents rejected the calls for clinicians to decide on the content and implementation of the care pathway. Zac felt that the method of change management advocated in this research study would have been more successful if it was co-ordinated by senior management:

>You’ve got to have a lot of people who are in power in the organisation behind it and actively engaged with you. There is a great danger if the innovation is on the shoulders of one person, especially if they are just sort of added to the ward as you have been.

Steve on the other hand commented that ‘management’ created an unreceptive environment and worked against clinicians wanting to engage with the project. Steve described the process of ‘management coming down in a heavy manner’ and felt this worked against empowerment and inclusion:

>For people to get involved all opportunities were made, it’s fairly natural that people are going to feel wary about placing themselves on the line due to the nature of the Trust and how Wyn manages people.

Both Zac and Steve acknowledge the need for support from senior management of the Trust. However, it is the nature of the support that appears important.
Bond et al. (2001) observed that if care pathways were introduced at a ward level, without a firm strategic overview from senior management, they tended to fail. Support for care pathways from all levels of the organisation was required for the tool to be successfully implemented.

Mirren commented that the nursing staff on the ward felt ‘alienated’ by the perceived ‘managerial presence’ in the working groups and suggested that some meetings should have been reserved just for the nursing staff on the unit. Mirren was critical of the way the working group attracted its membership who she perceived as ‘having nothing to do with the ward’. Although this impression gives some insight into the fractious culture of psychiatric care, it did leave respondents with the impression that some members of the group were more important. Mike on the other hand was unconcerned with non-nursing disciplines such as members from the Health Authority attending the working group although attributed this to the role insecurity experienced by some disciplines. Mike felt that Zac from the Health Authority would provide a more informed view of the care team and how it should deliver care for people with schizophrenia. This was also the intention of the researcher. By including as many clinicians and interested parties as possible in the project it did leave people with the perception that their voice was less important compared to other participants.
For some respondents, an approach was required that would serve to empower professional groups. Peter asserted that the role of the group was to make people feel as ‘equal partners’ and to ‘make the ride as pleasant as possible’ in deciding the content of the care pathway:

*I like the idea of action research and developing it in practice, the laboratory as the workforce, you wouldn’t have as much success coming in with a ready made package that had been researched somewhere else. You’d get a lot more resistance.*

Mirren commented that if management became too dominant, clinicians would only pay lip service to implementing the care pathway. This may have been the case, because very little of the care pathway was implemented. The significance of this example is that the circumstances of the ward would not have responded well to any management style given the nature of care pathways:

*Being very authoritarian doesn’t mean you’re going to increase motivation or compliance especially over the past few months...implementing the care pathway was on a losing path from the start because people just got so despondent and angry, ‘management telling us what to do’, they couldn’t be bothered with a research project.*

Jude felt that both approaches were necessary to complement all sections of the workforce although acknowledged that some clinicians were adverse to change:

*If it comes from top to bottom, not giving people the choice, people will respond negatively because overall they don’t like change.*
Ingrid felt that the development of the care pathway was hindered by not having a patient representative on the working group. Ingrid wanted to discuss the client’s perspective of what they wanted to include in a care pathway. Much has been noted on the need for users to be represented at the strategic level in planning services (Health Advisory Service 1997) although this failed to occur in this study:

*It doesn’t involve the client and they would have to be involved in the development and implementation of it. You could do it with people who had come in a number of times by looking at the records and talk to them when they’re more stable.*

The action-orientated approach to develop and implement the care pathway did not lead to full participation, although some respondents personally liked the researcher. In other words, there was a limit to people’s involvement without the presence of a managerial directive. Simon likened the position to ‘looking at video instructions’:

*Putting the care pathway together has had almost no impact yet, except for a few meetings. It will if they refer someone and then I’ll start analysing it properly. It’s like video instructions for changing channels, I glance at them and then when I really need to do it, I’ll get out the book and start sweating and say what the hells this all about.*

Respondents identified that the working group process may have placed pressure on people to structure care into a more standardised fashion. However, Steve offered a different impression of the working group process in that it afforded
the chance for people to determine the direction of the care pathway development project:

*Opportunity was made to get people into the working party and once you’re in, you’re part of the arena as much as everybody else...if people don’t want to take part, it leaves them with fewer options.*

Steve also felt that when professional groups refused to attend the working groups, the researcher was limited to individual discussions with members outside of the working group. However, this compromised the input from discipline groups and Steve felt it was allowing disciplines to make it ‘too easy for the process to be compromised’. Steve questioned whether there was a lack of information at the start of the research study although another respondent confirmed the view that sufficient opportunity was made for individuals to be involved with the research. Linking this point to the general apathy towards the introduction of a research programme, Jude noted:

*All of the people involved had several meetings before it started, they all accepted to use it, some of them tried to use it, and others didn’t bother. They didn’t take it seriously because it’s research and they don’t see it as something they’ve got to follow.*

The difficulty in securing the involvement of the participants for the research study was evident by the number of sessions that the participants refused to attend. The researcher experienced difficulty in contacting the various individuals and for the viability of the project, the researcher needed to secure the role of
the general manager to ensure compliance with the overall objective of the research study. Some respondents have been critical of this move, whilst others such as Steve felt that it was the only way forward. Disciplines were 'holding out' until their stance was 'shunted' along by managers in the directorate.

For Derrin the role of the OT was negotiated to fit the structure of the care pathway. The fieldwork diary charted how much of the content of the care pathway was negotiated with individual disciplines. Derrin recognised that her reactions had changed from negativity to acceptance of the care pathway, in response to the empowering approach taken by the researcher:

We haven’t compromised on making decisions before the individual is seen, we didn’t get pushed into that, it’s been negotiated, we’ve perhaps put more structure to it than we’d wanted, but that will do no harm and we’re happy with the end result.

Action research has the potential to fuel a sense of empowerment in making decisions about care, but also a positive feeling generated from being involved in these decisions. For example, Hart & Bond’s (1996) action research study into improving standards of care found ward managers to feel ‘positive’ about their role and a perception ‘that they might be able to influence the course of events where before they had been negative’. In some respects, this was similar for Derrin and the role of the OT. Perceptions of the OT were held to be negative prior to and during the research study. Following implementation, some
participants were able to experience an enlightened perspective of the role of the OT.

The aims and objectives of the project were complicated by the fact that the researcher was following a research agenda alongside the Trust's aims of attempting to implement a care pathway. Management intervened to ensure that disciplines engaged with the project to form a care pathway document. All respondents did not accept the role of the researcher in attempting to create the conditions for receptive change. Key informants wanted to coerce participants into developing the care pathway. Additionally, the researcher needed to coerce respondents to achieve the objectives of the Trust. Taking a broader perspective, the respondents discussed the nature of change using autocratic and inclusive management styles. A range of views was elicited suggestive of support for both approaches either separately or together. This twin style approach appears to have been most appropriate within this particular context.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter, three areas appear important for the development of a care pathway. In the first, respondents identified those aspects of practice, which appeared most visible to describe and illustrate on a care pathway. This had the effect of displacing those aspects that were least visible such as therapeutic contact or 'being with' psychiatric patients. By identifying the visible parts of
psychiatric practice, it gave respondents the impression that it represented the totality of psychiatric care. It was only through the process of implementation that respondents identified that large parts of care were not included within the care pathway. The second major difficulty identified was for respondents to identify and insert care delays in the care system that prevented psychiatric work from being carried out at certain times. The most common reason was due to the patient’s illness and being unable to predict symptom control. Bureaucratic problems such as the interface with housing, supported living and benefits agencies were also identified. The inability to access such services forced respondents to insert a delay mechanism into the care pathway. The final difficulty in developing the care pathway was the extent to which respondents exaggerated their role and function. This had the effect of displaying a gap between those areas of practice taught in college and those skills practised on a psychiatric ward.

The three problem areas identified above have all been characterised by a process of negotiation and coercion whereby clinicians debated their role and function to fit the confines of a care pathway. For many respondents, the developments of the care pathway laid bare their ‘visible’ role in psychiatric care. This may have contributed to them either constructing delays or exaggerating their role and function. Both courses of action would lead to problems of matching the care pathway to clinical practice. Attempting to introduce a
potentially challenging structure like care pathways was able to draw out this
distinction.

Analysing the context of this research study was crucial to understanding some
of the perceptions held by respondents towards a care pathway for practice. In
this research study, respondents viewed a sudden change in ward personnel as a
negative factor for the development of a care pathway. This factor is important
given that recruitment and retention of psychiatric staff is a constant problem
across the UK (Audit Commission 1997) and so the issues identified in this study
would have relevance for the uptake of care pathways in other hospitals.
Changes in staff personnel also led to feelings of low motivation and poor
engagement with the research study. These two elements may well have
contributed to the unwillingness of participants to be more honest or aware of
their role and function and its representation on a care pathway.

The final section has looked at how the change process for the development and
implementation of a care pathway was facilitated. Organisational change
theorists have posited that change should be targeted at many levels
(organisational / individual) (Moss Kanter et al. 1992) although in this study, it
was directed at staff working on the ward and in the community. Participants in
this study expressed positive views about authoritarian and bottom-up change
management strategies. Alongside this, key informants identified the role of the
facilitator as forcefully coercing participants to engage with the research study. In some sense the researcher was torn between the objectives of the research study and organisational objectives. Ultimately the approach used within this study was reflective of the particular context and relations with the participants.
Chapter Seven

Macro issues impacting on development & implementation

Introduction

In this chapter, the way managerial policy in the NHS has shaped a movement towards the acceptance of care pathways will be discussed. In the first section, the way in which professional groups identified the various managerial techniques used in practice are discussed. A care pathway has been identified as a tool to extend this managerial agenda. It will be described how respondents displayed negative views about managerial techniques, but then paradoxically advocated managerial techniques within practice.

Much has been written about evidence-based practice (Sackett et al. 1996) and how this should form an integral part of practice (Department of Health 1996). Care pathways make great use of evidence-based practice but the deficits in knowledge for the building of a care pathway have not been rigorously explored, especially for unpredictable states such as schizophrenia. In the final section, the perceptions held by respondents towards evidence-based practice and experiential practice for people with schizophrenia will be described.
Business ethic within the NHS

*Presence of a managerial agenda*

The way respondents discussed business like practices within the care process will be discussed as one of the main themes in this chapter. Some have argued that NHS resource allocation has always been dominated by a cost benefit relationship (Maxwell 1995). For example, the introduction of the Resource Management Initiative in 1986 involved professional groups in the management of health care and its effective and efficient distribution (Perrin 1988). Other examples include the internal market placing responsibility on health authorities to both assess health needs and purchase services (Madhok 1999) and the care programme approach (CPA) attempting to place a defined structure on care (Department of Health 1995b). In this study, many respondents were concerned with the costs, effectiveness and outcomes of care.

Some respondents who provided direct clinical roles rejected the structure of care pathways in the initial discussion groups by suggesting that it was too 'managerial' and that their role was to care for patients. Nurse’s that occupied managerial positions were more in favour of work control methods to reduce clinical variation. To some respondents this created a sense of tension. Linda spoke about the nurse’s role in managing patient care and referred to the wider political imperatives to reduce the costs of care:
Practices are cost based now, we’re being told to look at different ways of cutting back the number of nursing staff that we have on the ward, it’s purely looking at the financial implications, it’s not considering the patient’s needs.

Clinicians have become more aware of the need to justify the level of expenditure in health care (Richards & Lockett 1996). This has led respondents to suggest that they are ‘budget conscious’ and that it is part of their role to identify skills and needs as part of a ‘resource justification’ process. Possibly, this may have influenced some respondents to become involved in the research study. For example, Pat could foresee a nursing environment with ‘one RMN to hand out medication and then a handful of unqualified nurses looking after the basic needs, it’s a cheap way of doing the same job’. Although not an accurate appraisal of psychiatric care, Pat was conscious of the tension between cost pressures, effectiveness and job security.

The tensions of delivering an effective outcome, and of more importance, the person who judges this outcome are apparent for all areas of health care. For example, Firth-Cozens (2001) has identified the different stakeholders for a patient who has suffered a stroke and demonstrated that all have different but ideal outcomes. Problems in agreeing outcomes for people with chronic schizophrenia have also been found (Meltzer 1997). The preoccupation of ‘cost’ dominating health care has also led respondents to question the beneficiary from
this situation. Giles contrasted the perspective of the purchaser, provider and consumer of care:

*Best possible to a mother of a schizophrenic means he sits pleasantly at the dinner table and converses spontaneously with his family, for the patient he sits upstairs in his bedroom and doesn’t talk to anyone, that he’s happy eating without the voices laughing at him, for the hospital manager he’s on the cheapest drug available, just to shut him up.*

This view appears unfairly critical of the hospital manager. It seems more probable that Giles was simply questioning the human motive for measuring efficiency in the service. Like von Otter (1991), Giles felt that the application of market principles distorted the value of health care, leading to a cynical situation between the clinician, patient and relative:

*You’ve got a recipe for a perverse set of incentives that will lead to corruption, disinterest, lying and knowing that homeo-sapiens are the grubby dirty little ape that it really is, it lies just to pay the mortgage.*

In this example, the tension between a business style care system and the clinicians desire to deliver a patient focused system has been illustrated. The NHS is dominated by a ‘value for money’ orientation and this pervades the planning and provision of health care. Although it is unlikely that Giles’s view of clinicians is correct, it is more probable that Giles is reflecting this particular monetary dominated ethos but in a cynical fashion.
Policy makers have attempted to develop a more effective service by emphasising evidence-based practice (Department of Health 1996) and this has impacted upon some parts of clinical practice. Simon for example questioned the effectiveness of some psychological interventions:

You can’t justify having therapies which all empirical research suggests don’t work. Why should we give someone three years therapy when they’ve found out that 10 sessions is just as effective.

Hospital based organisational systems have emerged to better manage nursing staff resources and over the years have included task allocation (Berry & Metcalf 1986), team nursing (Waters 1985) and primary nursing (Manthey et al. 1970). Some have argued that the organisational-based changes have led to a greater scrutiny over the quality of care (Black 1992). All systems share the aim of delivering a more structured care process. Respondents have identified that a care pathway would extend the managerial control over health care. For example George suggested that the role of the in-patient case manager, who was to ensure quality and check on the delivery of care was comparable to the role of the charge nurse using primary nursing. George spoke about ‘checking up, pushing down, you’ve got to do this’ and so managing staff in order to deliver health care.

In an earlier interview, George described how he reviewed case notes on a weekly basis to ensure care was being delivered and outcomes achieved. The
method was depicted as an informal surveillance mechanism to monitor performance and quality of care. However, George mentioned many difficulties with this technique such as the informal nature of the role and emphasis on single discipline review:

*We need to get proper team meeting and structure, with far more effective sharing of team views because it's still a nurse only plan of care, my role is never to look at what other disciplines do, there is no overall coordination of care.*

Some research has shown that clinicians express negative attitudes towards the business culture of the NHS and prefer to highlight the caring aspect of their role (Flynn 1992). However Tina was very positive about the business like nature of the NHS and felt that joining the nursing profession was to work towards improving the health service. This view from a nurse manager reflects that of other managers in health care who have internalised the principles of general management in their work (Austin & Dopson 1997):

*The incestuous old culture that anything financially driven is dirty was rife before the new breed of managers arrived to remove the complacency and wastage within the health service, we need to support that and make sure it impacts on practice.*

George has supported this perception because in his third interview he identified that the health service was geared towards managing length of stay by claiming that purchasers were requesting clinicians to ‘*justify resources*’ for patients to
receive hospital care. This has become known as bed management and George identified this task as a typical nursing function of acute hospital care. Similar to the findings of a Government report, *Better off in the Community* (House of Commons Health Committee 1994), George also recognised that the interface between the ward and the community services was not operating as efficiently as possible leading to a wastage in hospital resources. The essential point being a greater accountability on the part of the clinician on the delivery of costly resources:

*Purchaser’s don’t care that schizophrenics are individuals who respond differently to treatment, all they want to know is how many days stay do they need to buy for that patient and we should endeavour to meet that because it backs up on the rest of the system if some parts are not working.*

The development of a care pathway aims to standardise care (Petryshen & Petryshen 1992). Derrin identified a source of conflict in working towards pre-set patient outcomes because the values of OT lay with individualised care. This example supports some of the literature that has identified a clinician’s reluctance to work towards a business culture of health care, which values the principles of short hospital stay (Bray 1999) and reaffirmed medical dominance in organising psychiatric care (Lego 1992):

*The care pathway is for the purchasers and costing and auditing, but we are here for the patients because with a care pathway the patient has to*
come and fit in with the service rather than the other way around because this would harm patient care, not improve it.

This OT respondent may be preserving her role against a managerial intention to standardise the role for a care pathway. Derrin has argued that the needs of the patient should be foremost to the needs of the organisation. This defensive strategy has been seen in Ardvern’s (1999) study where an attempt was made to change the function of a day hospital for dementia care. The staff group stated that patient care would suffer if the day hospital changed its function. Placing the needs of the patient above that of the organisation is a powerful strategy that has been used by respondents in this study.

A further way in which clinicians have felt pressured to manage health care has been the increasing emphasis on coordinating discipline groups through the CPA process. Peter noted the current structure of the ward team and how it could benefit from greater cohesion. The central element was the need to monitor the role and function of all team members:

_The problem is ensuring that disciplines are providing what they’re supposed to provide and working towards jointly agreed goals...if the OT is involved, she’ll come to the CPA and ward round but we are limited because we don't feed into the OT’s, its ad hoc, there’s no stratified structure or control over what they do._

Mike for example perceived that the role of the nurse had become dominated by managerial tasks:
There is a lot of work in the office, getting staff for the shifts, filling out forms, doing supervision, coordinating the shift, writing out reports, sorting out bed state, which are more managerial and visible to their managers. A lot of nurses feel safe with that; you’ll find a lot of nurses in the office, because when they’re out there on the ward, they’re not entirely sure what they should be doing.

Other studies have found psychiatric nurses to congregate in the ward office and this spatial dislocation from the psychiatric patient may be a feature of greater control over the management of care (Hall 1996). In Hummelvoll & Severinsson’s (2001) study into psychiatric hospital care the emphasis was on effective crisis management, quick diagnosis and treatment and reducing hospital stay.

Respondents identified some parts of the care process, which were inefficient, and in need of management changes. Steve used the example of the ward round, which was the main forum for discussion and decision making in psychiatric hospitals. Steve described the ward round as a ‘waiting game for something to happen and for the person to get well’ as opposed to a planned management of care. This point was particularly relevant for patients with chronic schizophrenia given the observed apathy of the staff groups on the study ward.

George described the present managerial structures as retrospective and repetitive as opposed to outcomes focused. George again used the example of
the ward round and described it as 'backward looking' and 'damage limitation sessions' with little attention to coordinating community resources:

*Ward rounds are like a running commentary, very unstructured, it’s rare that you’ll find a designated person attached to that care plan. We’ve got patients for over 6 months and psychiatric symptoms were dealt with long ago but their social situation is still being dealt with.*

Both Steve and George have identified that further management changes were required to improve the co-ordination of resources. It seems to be the case that both these respondents have internalised the drive to find the most effective ways of managing resources.

Throughout the course of this research study, the researcher collected numerous and varied accounts of the managerial structures that were used within patient care systems and used to best effect to ensure a transfer of care to community services. The aim has not been to be exhaustive, but to demonstrate that these systems were operational within the NHS. Respondents have identified that ‘costs’, ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ dominated working practices. Some respondents felt that it was their duty in coming to the profession to identify and extinguish aspects of inefficient practice. Other respondents were less positive about the changes and promoted the needs of the patient above the interests of the organisation. However, respondents also identified examples of managerial systems to extend the organisation and control of resources such as effective
ward rounds and using prospective goal planning. An issue that has not been addressed in this section but identified by some respondents was how clinical information would be best managed to make greater use of resources. In all, it has been observed that business style principles have been widely applied in mental health practice.

*Extending managerial structures through a care pathway*

Mental health policy has arguably been extended to provide greater control over both the patient (Burns & Priebe 1999) and care processes (Department of Health 1990). Respondents readily identified care pathways as complementing this managerial agenda and as a mechanism to improve the overall quality and management of care.

One of the frequently reported benefits of care pathways is their perceived focus on costs of care (Velasco *et al.* 1996) and how a care pathway would illuminate deficiencies in the service. During one of the first interviews, George suggested that for clinicians to disregard the costs of care were *'living in a self-deluded world'* and expressed an exclusionary attitude towards professions and interventions perceived to be of little value:

*The model of the NHS is a business style and the main thing is to spend your money wisely. Care pathways are going to identify where the money’s needed and where its being thrown away and if people aren’t*
doing their jobs properly the Trust has a right to say your services are no longer required.

This view may have been inspired by the attempts of the care pathway to standardise the process of care and assign the most appropriate resources to the clinical objective. It could be argued that clinicians have taken on board a greater sense of accountability for the outcomes of care. In doing this, clinicians have attempted to build in productivity measures (Shaw 1997) such as effective bed management. However, Seedhouse (1994) has posited that clinicians are ethically responsible to ensure that resources are applied in a cost-effective way and so this sense of accountability could exist regardless of a managerial intention.

Nursing documentation has been used increasingly in cases of litigation (Young 1994) and untoward incidents. George noted the potential of the care pathway as a 'blaming tool' in these cases. However it may make clinicians more accountable for care delivery and possibly reduce the number of untoward incidents. The problem would be gaining acceptance for care pathways if certain occupational groups such as nurses and doctors feel vulnerable in caring for certain types of patients.

At the start of the research study, the researcher attempted to gain support for the project by giving published care pathway literature to the respondents. Some
respondents referred to this literature and identified the managerial focus of the care pathway. Tina focused on the ability of the care pathway to improve on the current system of measuring outcomes and emphasised the importance of determining appropriate skill mix:

> It's a way of measuring outcomes and how effective interventions are changing the service to meet the demand, the service at present is not co-ordinated to get a control on outputs.

Pat described the current system of managing patient referral in community teams and suggested that a care pathway would act as a trigger to monitor the referral process and so remove some of the delays in the locality teams:

> If locality assessments fail to take place for whatever reason, then we have a time frame in which a second assessment needs to be attended too, and it's not just left in the duty basket for the next duty worker.

Simon spoke about how a care pathway should offer a greater range of psychological therapy for patients, irrespective of the costs involved:

> There should be sets of standards in practice, which include, as the Government has said long ago and if care pathways encourages that, it would be a good thing but it contradicts fundamental issues like patients’ rights and innovation in practice.

One of the benefits of a care pathway is to compare differences between the quality of care in various provider units (Arkell 1997). Reflective of a view from
the Health Authority, Zac recognised the pitfalls in doing this such as differences in the social economic composition of the boroughs and lack of evidence in procedure although he did recognise certain benefits:

Care pathways can be developed in a quality perspective rather than a contract mechanism perspective. It will identify current difficulties such as beds being blocked due to lack of availability of accommodation.

Other respondents suggested that a care pathway would extend the structure of CPA to improve the co-ordination and evaluation of care. However, this position fails to take account of the stated intentions of CPA (discharge preparation) within Government policy. Steve differentiated between the two structures:

Care pathways would take more interest in what's going on whilst the person is in hospital such as building relationships, attending groups, compliance with medication.

Rob supported the use of a care pathway to set out the sequence of events such as when a patient should be allocated to a community worker, setting out when assessments should be completed and how quickly the key-worker should visit the patient during this assessment exercise. However, similar to other respondents, the completion of these tasks was always balanced to the individual needs of the patient.
It is clear in the previous examples that respondents perceived a care pathway to extend and improve the managerial control over health care and this has been found in other studies (McQueen & Milloy 2001). Respondents were positive about the desire to co-ordinate, achieve targets and attain best practice. The terms and principles included within these statements quoted above resonate with the processes of general management (see chapter one).

A fundamental issue within mental health is the cohesion between different disciplines, departments, sectors and agencies. One of the most problematic to overcome has been the demarcation between the hospital structure and community team. This has been highlighted in many untoward death inquiries (Ritchie et al. 1994). Zeb spoke about areas that were presently uncoordinated such as multi-disciplinary note keeping and ‘response times’ for meeting clients in line with the social services requirements and the patient’s charter. It was argued that a care pathway might add greater transparency and improved working towards predetermined deadlines. Further, for some kind of action form to include the categories of accommodation, benefits, and compliance with medication:

*If we’re serious about this idea of a seamless service, then we need to have a central administrative system that’s uniform within the ward and the locality and that could be achieved with a care pathway. Care is already standardised through the CPA tiered system and the requirements for certain people to be involved and time scales and care pathways would add more substance to this.*
For George the process of making decisions was unplanned with little predictable sequence but he argued that a care pathway would add greater accountability to care:

Care pathways will provide the nurse and patient with a better expectation of what should happen, where and when, presently, it's very much a case of relying on what's going through that primary nurses head at the time when they write out the care plan and make decisions, a care pathway will make clinicians tied to performance measures.

The difficulty in being both a clinician and manager within the care pathway framework was illustrated by Pat. The benefits of greater managerial control could be to the disadvantage of other areas:

Somebody else standing outside of the care provision with very little hands-on, may well be in a better position to monitor and press the right buttons and make sure the right things happen but it's where that human resource comes from because it's adding a second layer of bureaucracy.

Respondents identified that a care pathway may be able to reduce length of stay although this was not always seen as a positive feature. The pressing point was to be able to manage resources in an efficient way, even if this meant patients would be discharged before it was therapeutically desirable. However, Zac suggested that a care pathway might be able to 'ensure people received appropriate treatment at the right time, in the right place and at the right cost'. The question is whether a care pathway could fulfil any of these functions for
psychiatric patients given the inability to determine the exact content of the care pathway.

Bond et al. (2001) explored the perceptions of implementing care pathways for orthopaedic patients across six hospital sites in the UK. Evidence was found to suggest care pathways were used as a tool to reduce length of stay or waiting times for surgery, to improve care processes and outcomes, and to ensure greater managerial control over work processes. Respondents in this study also identified care pathways as a mechanism to maximise resources, through a more co-ordinated length of hospital stay. However, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that a care pathway can reduce length of stay (Hale 1997). Other respondents suggested that a care pathway may improve the quality of care. De Luc (2000) notes that the ability of a care pathway to improve the quality of care has been a major feature of their success in the UK. This would be important given the greater consumer voice in health care and the demand for a more transparent and responsive service.

The policy of the NHS has been to improve on the ability to manage staff resources (Department of Health 1998c) and respondents identified this aspect in many informal and taped interviews. Moreover, it was observed that a care pathway would serve to advance this managerial agenda by removing costly delays in the care system, offering a greater range of therapies, identifying
expensive bed blocking patients and linking clinicians to performing certain duties. Other respondents highlighted the organisational structure of CPA and how a care pathway would improve the functioning but extend managerial control over certain areas. Some respondents noted the disadvantages of care pathways for managing psychiatric care such as respecting patient choice, funding of innovation and preoccupation with cost and perceived control over clinical practice. Others questioned the additional layers of bureaucracy within the system of care. Ultimately, a care pathway has been recognised as a tool to extend the managerial agenda over health care, albeit with both negative and positive views for practice.

‘Big brother watching’

Many scholars have noted that clinicians perceive a loss of control over clinical practice alongside a process of continual scrutiny with the advent of care pathways (Gibson & Heartfield 1996). This factor may be important for the development of care pathways in psychiatric practice. Work control methods were perceived to be less easily defined compared to physical disease conditions. In this section, how respondents indicated a strong reluctance to work within an explicit managerial framework will be explored.

Many respondents perceived the intent to develop the care pathway to arise from within the ‘management side’ of the organisation as opposed to a set of
research objectives. For example, Peter suggested that ‘management wouldn’t have this going on if there wasn’t a saving to be had’. Although Peter voiced little opposition to this, he did not accept the primary reason for carrying out the study, which was principally to explore the factors important for development of the care pathway.

A perception of management influence over the study led some respondents to reflect on why clinicians did not want to get involved with the project. During one interview, Mike perceived the care pathway structure as being directly managed and conspired from the ‘offices of management’ as a further attempt to monitor the work force:

_With Wyn involved people felt, this is another management thing handed down and people are very reluctant to get involved, we’ve got enough structures in place now, CPA, contacts, and they’re seeing care pathways as an extra duty to keep an eye on us._

Many studies that have described the development of a care pathway identify the importance of involving all professions in the process (Dunn et al. 1994) although this was problematic for this research study. Some participants were content to have their role and function determined by a care pathway, although this was not the case for the wider team. Bill gave many reasons why the team felt threatened by a care pathway such as the increasing level of managerial
surveillance over patient care, increasing paperwork, and the infancy of care pathways for practice.

Similar suspicions were also voiced by a Senior House Officer who felt that a care pathway would place too much of a managerial focus on health care. However, Kerry conceded that it would prescribe a basic minimum for practice:

> If we could have those structures but not to the extent that you had to sign every time you did it, and you felt you were being watched in every thing you did.

As demonstrated in previous sections, respondents have identified a greater managerial scrutiny over what they do and one could argue that the process of action research has enabled a conscious awareness of this process. However, action research 'implies that the group being researched are powerless until empowered' (Banister 1995: 119). Previous extracts have demonstrated that respondents showed some awareness of managerial control prior to the development of a care pathway. For example Zeb suggested that workers were reluctant to attend the working groups largely because of awareness of past and current management inspired changes. Moreover a working group process that uncovered under-performance from staff members:

> It's about the less confident, less experienced workers who will think, it's a way of finding me out or show them to be a bad worker.
Ingrid attributed a clinician’s reluctance to engage with the project by drawing on the general perception of managers in the hospital. For some people, the actions of some managers made them appear cynical about the workings of the Trust and a perception that ‘management were looking after themselves’ as opposed to supporting clinicians:

*There’s an underlying paranoid element to everybody working around here, and wary of who wants to know... care pathways was such an unknown quantity that it was viewed with a huge amount of suspicion... if it’s difficult to identify what you do, the easiest option is not to be involved at all.*

All discipline groups did not hold this perspective. For example, from a nursing perspective, George attributed this view to the level of contact that patients had with them. However, this finding is unsurprising given the relative power of medically dominated hospital structures (Turner 1987):

*Medicine and nursing are the two securest professions around because wards are 24-hour nurse staffing. Doctors are essential for the treatment of the client and so they’ve got nothing to fear.*

In this section respondents have discussed how they perceived the care pathway to extend the managerial focus and control over mental health care and included the impact on general care systems, length of hospital stay and the overall efficiency and effectiveness of care. Primarily, respondents felt that current service arrangements provided for sufficient managerial surveillance over
clinician activity. A care pathway would extend this surveillance activity. Some respondents frequently asserted that it was 'big brother keeping an eye' on the workforce in taped and informal interviews. Some respondents also felt the initiative was supported by management and accepted it as the usual milieu of the reformed NHS. Also included within this section has been the suggestion that the research was ill received because there was too much organisational change occurring within the organisation. Clinicians felt detached from playing a positive part in these changes.

Some respondents argued that the externally imposed 'managerial agenda' has changed the working mentality of psychiatric professionals. Respondents support this observation by identifying structures to manage resources rather than be therapeutic agents. However, some respondents expressed positive opinions about the managerial focus on health care and felt that part of joining the health profession was to eliminate 'waste' in health provision. Alternatively some respondents placed the centrality of patient care above the needs of the organisation.

**Evidence guiding psychiatric practice**

*Professional versus the cleaner*

In this second theme, the relationship between evidence-based practice and the expressions of the evidence for people with schizophrenia will be explored and
include three central components. The first details the various responses that clinicians gave to underpinning practice with evidence. The second discusses how clinician’s experienced difficulties in identifying evidence. In the final part, the way respondents described the process of clinical experience guiding psychiatric practice will be explored.

The Government has actively promoted evidence based mental health practice (Department of Health 1998c, 1999) although some have asserted that the majority of health care is of uncertain benefit to patients (Baker 1998). This leaves a whole gulf of practice where clinicians are operating within a system that is subjective and ultimately responsive to individual ways of working. For example, Kerry felt that a care pathway ‘painfully’ showed the failings of being able to predict the process of psychiatric care:

_We don’t know enough about schizophrenia and there’s all these new drugs coming on the market and it seems a shame not to use them, because we have not got any ideal drugs._

In a further exchange, Kerry commented about the advent of new technology such as Positron Emission Technology (PET) scans to ‘better diagnose the schizophrenia before it becomes chronic but we don’t even have the scans to do this’. Kerry acknowledged the infancy of this diagnostic tool for practice and its current limitations but also how and in what ways the knowledge would be used.
to best effect. For example, PET scans are not a routine part of practice with their use restricted to research settings.

Giles questioned the research base, specifically examining the types of studies carried out for people with schizophrenia and suggested that clinicians believe this body of knowledge rather than accept the futility of what they do and proposed that we are all 'playing the game'!

_The types of research are nonsense, you can’t control as effectively for the canons of science and you’d rather believe that than the false control... 80 to 90% of what gets written is flawed. If you accept that then the whole edifice on what society is built, science, mates, paying your mortgage comes crumbling down, so clinicians hide behind these edifices._

The process of developing a care pathway led some respondents to think that care practices were based on experience with little reference to evidence based practice. The researcher also observed respondents to experience a sense of futility with the research base for schizophrenia. This factor appeared to partly support the use of the care pathway. For example, respondents suggested that the care pathway could label those interventions supported by evidence and so highlight other areas for future development. However, this factor also acted as a barrier for people to engage with the development process. Respondents would argue that the limited amount of evidence counter balanced the rationale for a care pathway. In many respects this is true because the care pathway was observed to show little reflection of psychiatric work.
There were some respondents such as George who offered such a negative opinion of the evidence base for schizophrenia that he described the 'guess-work' like nature of current treatment approaches such as medication and nursing care:

There are numerous accounts of literature portraying medication as ineffective for large numbers of people with schizophrenia but we all assumed that what we did was beneficial, otherwise just close the whole place down, what is there left to offer.

The suggestion that psychiatric practice is based on a 'myth' or a 'belief that what people do is effective' would not be accurate given the knowledge on how and why systems of care are known to work. For example, medication does offer relief for large numbers of people with schizophrenia. Moreover although the precise effect of ward psychiatric nursing is unknown, the importance of psychiatric nursing to provide the care and management of patients is crucial and unchallenged in modern hospital care. What has been challenged is the lack of therapeutic intervention between nurses and patients and this problem has been identified for the last thirty years (Altschul 1972, Higgins et al. 1999).

Derrin discussed the quality and quantity of the research base for OT and described it as 'narrative' as opposed to 'testing' interventions. Derrin attributed this problem to the unpredictability of mental health problems:
There isn't a lot of evidence into OT in psychiatry and what we can work from because the nature of psychiatric OT is less defined compared to OT in physical conditions, it's much easier to measure what difference an OT makes on the outcome.

Steve felt that the structure of a care pathway enabled psychiatric care to become more evidence based by acting as a research structure for the future. Steve located his argument within the larger structure of the NHS driving evidence based practice, but acknowledged the perceived paucity of research for nursing practice. Steve used the example of the educational interventions included within the care pathway to demonstrate this point:

How much evidence is there for educational interventions? We’re working on an assumption that if you tell the patient more about their medication, they’ll be more agreeable to taking it, but this is subject to all matter of personal biases such as value systems and clinical judgment and we just don’t know enough yet.

Additionally, Steve perceived that the lack of knowledge about interventions for people with schizophrenia excluded them from a care pathway. An important point is that if ‘mile-stones’ were set, then it assumed that interventions have been proved to work and this was far from the case. Steve maintained the worthwhile benefits of developing a care pathway based on local practice as opposed to evidence-based practice such as helping to clarify what clinicians do. However, there were some disadvantages noted such as potentially reducing interventions that could be included within the care pathway. This had the effect
of minimizing the interpersonal relationship between nurses and patients as a central part of care:

*Losing too much individuality in those micro-structures, for professions like nursing it’s all we have, each profession hasn’t got that evidence based practice to put forward and people don’t know what to discard and what to keep in.*

Lydeard & George (1996) suggest that professionals will resort to clinical judgment in the absence of evidence. One avenue would be to wait until more evidence is forthcoming were it could be developed in a more coordinated way. Some discipline members have been open to this lack of evidence, but only with repeated interviewing did the researcher uncover it. For example, Simon identified problems for psychological research into schizophrenia, such as the differences in diagnoses within and between different countries and poor use of robust designs and research instruments. Simon feels that the quality of the research would need to improve to establish causal relationships. In the working groups this was denied during discussions about the role and function of a psychologist. Although Simon recognised the lack of evidence-based practice to support the inclusion of psychological interventions within a care package, he was adamant that patients should be given therapy.

Simon identified other problems for research practice and psychology such as the illusion that evidence based practice existed. Simon perceived that the drive for
evidence was a cover for reducing the amount of psychological interventions that could be performed for people with schizophrenia. This argument has also been deployed for reducing the availability of medical interventions under the guise of ‘scientific medicine’ (Dent 1999):

Evidence based practice for psychiatry is a misnomer and its dangerous, it looks impressive, but all it’s doing is saving money. We’re treating evidence as though it’s just given and not debatable and people have been fighting like hell over findings, we must be given time to find the evidence.

A huge diversity of opinion on how people with schizophrenia respond to psychological treatment exists and provides little direction for practice. For example Mike provided an example of working with a patient who suffered from a delusion to illustrate the level of inconsistency in using nursing interventions:

Previously, it said ignore the delusion, now they’re saying try and work with the delusion. There’s so much variance with schizophrenia, people’s reactions and there’s not going to be a treatment of choice for each individual, it’s all hit and miss.

During his first interview, Giles was open about the limited knowledge base of psychiatry, which would ultimately affect the content of the care pathway. Giles identified the process of making predictions such as levels of dangerousness, suicide, response to drug treatment and suggested that psychiatrists were not particularly well ‘armed to make predictions’ and questioned why he should do it
given that the patient will stay on his case load. For Giles, 'just carry on looking after him and see where he ends up'.

Given the perception that little can be predicted for mental health, Giles also suggested that clinical audit not only displayed these inadequacies but lead to a disinterest to monitor practice:

*We are looking into an abyss of uncertainty and a reminder of our own impotency, the uselessness of our treatments, by and large, nature and Tempus Fugae work as effectively as we can. You don’t want to work in a system that is going to remind you of how useless you are.*

In a further exchange, Giles admitted that evidence for drug treatment was inconclusive but he still performed this role and advocated its use within the care pathway:

*This patient is on 75 milligrams of Haloperidol Decanoate weekly for her delusions. If the delusions haven’t gone after three months, let’s increase it to a 100 and see what happens. Of cause it won’t make any difference but we’ve done something to put off the moment of reckoning for another few weeks and get on with the other 1500 patients.*

When evidence for practice is lacking it possibly exposes the underpinning knowledge of a professional ideology. Simon illustrated this by looking at the conflict between those clinicians that advocated psychoanalysis and cognitive behavioural therapy:
When the different factions question the evidence base, it will expose the cracks because there is very little. We haven't got to a stage where we can say CBT is the best and put it into standardised packages.

During the development of the care pathway respondents were asked to build the treatment grid using interventions with reference to evidence based practice. However, clinicians were not always able to provide this and discussed their reasons why. Repeated interviewing and close contact between researcher and informant detailed that some parts of psychiatric care were not supported by evidence. This could be due to the availability of finding or translating the evidence into practice. Many respondents have noted that the care pathway identified areas for future research such as on-going medication treatment and the effect of nursing interventions.

Many respondents have noted that very little evidence has been found to support psychiatric practice. This assumption is incorrect given the evidence for psychological interventions and medication management (see chapter two). If these statements were to be taken at face value, the development of a care pathway would be severely affected. This finding displays the importance of having people involved with the project who are aware of the interventions supported by evidence. In this study, psychologists, psychiatrists and nurses were among the professions interviewed and contributed most to the evidence presented within this section. It clearly displays a lack of awareness for the
evidence supporting interventions and if this was representative of staff within psychiatric hospitals, it would question the care given to psychiatric patients.

*We'd like to use evidence...but?*

There has been a greater professional awareness to develop a culture of research and development within the organisation (Department of Health 1991a) and this may have spurned clinicians to express the wish to practice to this ideal. In this section, it will be described how respondents acknowledged the importance of using evidence, and reasons for not doing so are explored. Clinicians experienced a pressure to work towards delivering outcomes based practice and this was mainly from within the organisation.

Giles suggested that from a theoretical perspective, it was ideal to measure mental health outcomes, but counters this with the need for joint outcomes from all stakeholders in care. This is particularly pertinent to the care pathway with its drive to make clinicians more accountable for the total care process. Giles also offered positive interest towards standardised outcomes, but questioned if a linear care pathway would be able to represent the complexity of mental health care:

*We set the care pathway up as the oracle to which we all go, managers, clinicians and patients but we've all got to agree that the oracle is correct, and that means writing the correct number of boxes and arrows so that it's flexible to reflect an effective approach to treatment.*
Simon likened the search for outcomes in working with patients with schizophrenia as ‘pioneers working at the cutting edge’ and used the following powerful metaphor to emphasise the importance of experimental work within psychology:

The psychology discipline is in its infancy for it to be subject to rigorous analysis, there are only a set of pioneers around out there looking for gold, well a bit of metal would do actually, a tin can, out there in the mountains, we can’t set up a mine yet, we are more like scouts. Is this a mountain worth even looking at for business?

Derrin spoke about external Government pressures forcing OT to adopt outcomes based practice, but again drew parallels with the psychology discipline in not having a sufficiently prepared research base. Similar to other respondents, Derrin would like to incorporate outcome measures into her practice and made the point that ‘OTs believe that what they do was effective’ and it was just a case of demonstrating this:

Political force within the NHS driving this mantra of standardised care and we are being asked to look at outcome measures. We’re not as far along it as some other professions, because of the inadequate research base and research training but we’d like to do it, but it’s useful to have standards because services that aren’t monitored become sloppy and they’re vital if you want to offer the best service.

For example, Simon reflected on the difference between psychological services in the UK and the US. Simon felt that services in the US were dominated by an
insurance-based system, which restricted psychological services for people with schizophrenia. Simon refused to allow his work to be subject to this 'exclusionary pressure'. This indicates that psychological work can be delivered in an autonomous way, regardless of organisational objectives.

Some respondents spoke about the nature of outcome measurement and used this as a potential barrier to the development of a care pathway. However, there is a problem of determining the causal link between treatment processes and outcomes (French 1995). This problem is compounded further when a variety of professionals are involved in the process of care (Long 1994). In the working group, Zac echoed the problems in measuring multi-disciplinary outcomes and determining how and in what ways different interventions lead to different types of outcomes. Although discipline groups recognised the difficulties in measuring outcomes, clinicians stressed the importance of using them and aligned this to the evidence based practice movement. Rob elaborated on the role of the locality team in working towards outcomes and how this could be used as a vehicle to persuade clinicians to use a care pathway:

*Measure outcomes in a way that means something to clinicians, there will be resistance from people who are anxious about outcomes, but if they’re seen as defining good quality care, it won’t be impossible to sell.*
Ingrid identified some positive benefits of measuring outcomes for OT such as raised staff morale and effective practice but cautioned this with the fear that if outcomes were difficult to find, OT jobs would be taken out of service:

Staff will accept it if it’s explained to them and not used to cut funding...when posts are becoming vacant, they’re not being filled, there is a feeling that we need to justify ourselves to survive.

The views represented above appear to be reflective of the wider national agenda to improving in-patient services. Howell & West (2000) describe the work of the In-patient Network who found respondents broadly positive about introducing evidence-based interventions in to practice through care pathways. There was an acknowledgement that psychiatric services were inadequate but respondents were unsure how to bring about change or to access evidence for practice.

Although clinicians identified with the need to work towards outcomes, little emphasis was placed upon it within clinical practice or within the working group process. Similar to the section in chapter six exploring delays in the care process, Steve stated that clinicians failed to build enough creative processes into a care package to measure and check clinical progress. In some respects this protected clinicians from working towards outcomes with the patient. Moreover, it was impossible to judge if the outcomes identified in the care pathway were met because large parts of the document were incomplete.
Derrin also acknowledged the importance of using outcomes for the OT discipline, but recognised some of the constraints that the discipline currently experienced. For example the OT department carried out meetings to search for outcomes based practice although this was limited due to not having an academic base to supply answers to measuring outcomes in psychiatry. However, not all discipline groups experienced this managerial pressure to the same extent. Giles identified a source of financial pressure, but tempered this with the assertion that there was no monitoring and performance mechanism:

_The only restraint is financial, 'no you can’t prescribe this drug without permission from the pharmacy'; there are no standardised attempts to ensure you provide the basic minimum, it’s down to us as clinicians._

Peter identified a financial pressure to standardise outcomes, but geared this towards maximising outputs from various professional groups. This tendency however can lead to professional degradation:

_It gives the opportunity to quantify what the different disciplines do in a totally financial way to get cost effective work from them._

Simon preferred to view his internal work motivation as geared towards finding the best and most innovative way of working:
I’m interested in finding out what’s the best way of working with people, we negotiate it with the psychiatrists here and say let us have a try...a finding of practice that care has to be individually developed for each person but it’s not dominated by imposed ways of working, or ‘you must meet this outcome’, it’s just not done.

The need to work towards evidence based practice forms the bedrock of a care pathway although identifying evidence for inclusion has been difficult in this research setting. Problems range from having sufficient evidence to set outcomes, acknowledging the infancy of professions to ‘searching’ for outcomes, determining what interventions to use and how they affect the outcome. Some clinicians identified that they felt pressured into working with outcomes through organisational structures such as ward rounds, management directives and determining financial balance over therapies. The use of a care pathway has also added to this pressure. Other respondents have not perceived these pressures and continue to follow their own treatment methods. This displays a lack of parity across the professions and supports the observation that some professions felt more valued than other groups.

**Experiential learning & practice**

The difficulties in working towards evidence based practice and using outcomes have been abundantly demonstrated in the sections above. The Importance of this final section is the acknowledgement that some professionals just do not know why they do things and rely on clinical judgement, intuition and experience. The relevance of intuitive and experiential forms of knowledge and
practice has become widely credited in the nursing (Benner 1984) and professional literature (Schon 1983). The challenge would be to represent this form of decision-making and practice on a care pathway.

Giles felt that his role and function could not be 'written down on paper' and openly admitted that he works on 'subjective hunches' and 'suggestion' developed through years of experience. Eason & Wilcockson (1996) have considered that decision making of this kind should not be seen as irrational, but rather as a series of actions that occur in response to past learning experiences. Barker (2000) argues that these experiential learning episodes are 'personal truths' which contrast with the evidence from controlled trial research. It may well be the case that Giles has a realistic view of psychiatric practice. Giles accepts that 'uncertainty' is a fact of psychiatric practice and that much certainty has an illusory quality. Moreover this position supports the idea that understanding practice is a form of knowledge that may be unable or undesirable to transform into protocols (Crook 2001).

Similar thoughts were echoed by Kerry who summed up her experiences of medical psychiatry and the ability for it to be presented on paper. One of the main difficulties for Kerry was the complexity and heterogeneity of the disorder and the theoretical basis of psychiatry as opposed to factual guidelines:
Psychiatry is more complicated for a causal relationship and deciding the interventions to cure it because in each case you’ve got to consider social aspects and what exactly has made them relapse and decisions are totally subjective.

Many of the problems in developing the care pathway arose from the lack of research based evidence. Reflecting on his role as a psychologist, Simon was specific in one interview when he applied this to his work with 'voices' and the range of interventions:

They're so new and only really being evaluated, it's too early to standardise care because we haven't got an empirical basis, we operate on best practice, developed through experience, it's personal to me and my work with the clients.

Giles has argued that specific training for psychiatrists have been so varied that no one way of working can be determined. This leads to a mixture of approaches grounded in experience. In his view, clinicians responded to problems by referring and comparing new clinical problems to the knowledge gained through clinical experience. This has become known as hypothetico-deductive reasoning (Higgs & Jones 1995).

For Kerry the process of medical training also influenced the nature of decision-making in clinical practice but instead of the hypothetico-deductive reasoning identified above, referred to the existence of gut instinct. A ‘gut feeling’ approach to making decisions has been identified in the psychiatric nursing literature (Rew
1991) but unlike some who celebrate this form of practice (Cutcliffe 1997), Kerry felt this was her only alternative given the lack of knowledge in treating people suffering from schizophrenia:

*If people got trained right from the beginning to use evidence, it would become second nature, but everyone has got a different experience and so you go on your instincts on what works and what doesn’t.*

The examples suggest that different professional groups develop clinical decision-making processes from experience. This finding is relevant for greater understanding of the clinical judgement process for treating people with schizophrenia but also illustrates more clearly how professionals make decisions. However, it may also lead to potential barriers to integration as professionals profess to have their own methods of arriving at decisions (Buckingham & Adams 2000). As previous sections have detailed, this is conceivable given that interventions and outcomes are not easily identified.

Mike suggested that the process of psychiatry has arisen from a base of experiential learning as opposed to scientific fact and more emphasis should be placed on the experiential skills of professional groups. Mike used a powerful metaphor to illustrate this point:

*Clinical skills have been honed down over hundreds of years that the profession’s been in existence and we need to be more honest about what we can do....a nurse is a creature that has swam out of the water and has*
evolved into this ruthless efficient caring machine...our training misleads us that we are able to predict care for schizophrenics.

Simon suggested that some aspects of clinical psychology for patients suffering from schizophrenia were not supported by evidence but based on experiential practice:

*It stifles experiential work because someone’s got to do the innovation, because patients may not receive some interventions just because they haven’t been tested and that is ludicrous because we would end up doing nothing with them.*

In the absence of evidence for practice, Derrin emphasised the interpersonal nature of her OT work developed through the unique learning experience and personality of the clinician:

*Using the hidden qualities, the therapeutic use of self and that comes from experience, it’s something you learn when you’re training, and through modeling people who work well with patients.*

An argument has also been made that because psychiatric professionals were unable to say with certainty what they do it did not equal a position of not doing anything useful at all. Giles suggested that psychiatric skills was grounded in experience which did not always require a sound rationale for it to be seen as important:
If I was to develop schizophrenia, and you stuck me in a room with people who have no experience of what to do with this hallucinating person, I might have an OK time for the first few minutes but that person will pack up and go home. It's a bit like sending soldiers into battle and not knowing how to fire a gun. You might not know what the war is about, but you still need the soldiers to fight it.

In this section views have been explored on the nature of experiential practice. Many reasons were put forward for not being able to standardise care such as the 'newness' of the interventions for practice and insufficient knowledge about the aetiology and disease progression of schizophrenia. An argument was presented that it was satisfactory to use intuitive forms of practice, although for care pathways, such forms of knowledge would need to be open to inspection and ultimate description. As previously explored, this has been difficult for respondents.

Some respondents have disclosed to the researcher that they base their practice on individual judgment because they want to just carry on with their job and maintain the 'status quo'. This may explain why clinicians were reluctant to engage with the research study and aware of the frailties of their knowledge for clinical practice. Some clinicians even suggested that they had no idea why some patients improved and that practice and judgment were based on 'guess-work'. This may lead to the questioning of the need for qualified staff if much of psychiatry is based on 'guess-work' or a re-evaluation of what is taught to mental
health practitioners. Clinicians involved in the research study have disclosed that applied knowledge has been gained from clinical experience.

This analysis would not claim to be representative, however it does question the evidence based practice movement that is supposedly guiding mental health services. Evidence based practice assumes that evidence exists to be discovered and that it is indisputable. It makes assumptions that clinicians will know how to access it, apply it and for the recipient to agree to it. Some studies have shown that clinicians are open to the idea of evidence based practice but do not have the skills to use it correctly (Carey & Hall 1999). This analysis has uncovered positive assertions of wanting to use outcomes and evidence based interventions, but this is tempered by the need for time to carry out the research, parity across the professions and use of all scientific traditions to conduct research. Clinicians value the use of training to help them clarify outcomes, but the question is whether clinicians would be willing to replace individualised work with standardised outcomes. Evidence from this study suggests this not to be the case.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter some of the managerial issues impacting on the development and implementation of a care pathway have been explored. Many of the respondents identified that the origins and purpose of the care pathway was to exert
managerial control over the care process. However, most respondents talked of a managerial control over their care processes prior to the introduction of a care pathway. This supports studies that have identified that clinicians are becoming more concerned over managerial issues (Dopson & Waddington 1996). The central analysis has uncovered evidence of these ideas in people's perceptions and observations when asked to develop a care pathway. Recent Government initiatives such as managerial structures and evidence-based practice provide greater pressure forcing professional groups to exercise control over resources dispensed. Some respondents in this research study wanted to extend their managerial remit over health care and for this to include cross-professional working within a care pathway. Government policy has been strident in placing quality as the priority (Department of Health 1998a) and an argument can be made that a care pathway strengthens the managerial agenda in health care. It was frequently asserted that a care pathway made clinicians conscious of being continually monitored.

In the final section, respondents discussed the amount and quality of evidence that would support a care pathway. Respondents identified that they could list 'best practice' to go into a care pathway and most respondents would agree that very little evidence could be identified to underpin psychiatric practice. However, positive views were expressed about the importance of outcomes based practice and some instances have been discussed where respondents have tried to
identify the difficulties in both accessing and implementing evidence based interventions. In the absence of research-based practice, respondents have identified experiential practice, which appears to be based on practice based learning and clinical expertise. These findings would challenge any suggestion that hospital care packages for people with schizophrenia are based on evidence-based practice or whether clinicians have a sound rationale for providing psychiatric care.
Chapter Eight

Implications for psychiatric services

Introduction

This discussion chapter will draw together the main findings of the study and how they relate to the wider Government agenda of more integrated care and the impact on professional ideologies and inter-professional care. The National Health Service (NHS) has been steadily moving towards collaborative inter-professional health care to improve the quality and cost effectiveness of health care outcomes (Department of Health 1999). The development and implementation of care pathways for people suffering from schizophrenia may complement this quality agenda. Following a review and summary of the previous chapters this final chapter will attempt to discuss five major issues:

- Can care pathways produce a more effective management and change process for psychiatric services?
- What do these findings mean for psychiatric nursing?
- How may care pathways affect multi-disciplinary team (MDT) working?
- In what ways may care pathways shape education and training?
- Could the treatment of schizophrenia be any different using care pathways?

A final part of the chapter will discuss the benefits and drawbacks of the approach and research methods used within this study. This critical synopsis reviews some of the difficulties in carrying out the research within the study
setting. The latter part of the section details further areas for research and development, which could be applied to widen the knowledge base for care pathway research. A number of recommendations are also made for managerial and clinical practice.

Main findings

The development of a care pathway for people diagnosed with schizophrenia has illustrated quite clearly that professions were locked in debate regarding the individualised nature of psychiatric care and treatment. Other respondents perceived that care and treatment could be standardised such as the procedure of admission or the application of the care programme approach. Both the researcher and respondents constructed this dichotomy into an individualised-standardised care continuum. Elements of care could be standardised such as the discharge procedure but developing patient relationships and knowing the patient was a highly individualised process.

Respondents may have argued strongly for care to follow an individualised care conception so to protect the unique identity of their role and function. The intention being only that professional group could carry out the intervention. This possible explanation would not be inconceivable given the inter-professional difficulties observed in teamwork studies (Beattie 1995). Alternatively some respondents argued that care should follow a standardised framework and this could be explained by the firm political drive to manage care more closely. For example the Department of Health (2002a) has
recently announced that certain operations will cost a standard tariff with the assumption that health providers are able to standardise and control the method of delivering care.

The development of the care pathway also demonstrated that respondents were not always clear of the rationale behind their interventions or those of other professional groups. This was aptly demonstrated when respondents attempted to implement the care pathway into practice. Inspection of the care pathway demonstrated that large parts were not implemented. Respondents also acknowledged that their representation of what they did was sometimes optimistic and openly acknowledged their lack of knowledge of why certain interventions were known to work. Uncovering this perception required a certain degree of trust and openness from respondents within the research process.

It could be that respondents were unclear of their role, function and interventions because the nature of hospital care was and still remains ill defined. This is further complicated because of the aetiology, disease progression and outcomes of schizophrenia being equally as contentious. Although recent guidance on the prescription of medication for schizophrenia has been produced (National Institute for Clinical Excellence 2002), there is still a wide range of activity that is variable and poorly understood. For example further work is required on understanding the purpose of admission to hospital and identifying what the outcomes of admission should be for a
person diagnosed with schizophrenia. Respondents may have been unclear on explaining their role because they may never have conceived their role to fit within the confines of a care pathway. This possibly led to respondents being critical of the role of the varied professional groups although the study did demonstrate that some understanding of role occurred through developing the care pathway.

Respondents may have been unclear on what they did because of the training and preparation to work with people diagnosed with schizophrenia. Evidence collected from reviews of the training of the psychiatric professions does point to a requirement to specifically address this issue but also to look at training a different type of practitioner. For example, the Implementation Guide for hospital care identifies the role of Support, Training and Rehabilitation workers to offer a different type of role for hospital care (Department of Health 2002b). Respondents, particularly nurses were critical of professions such as occupational therapy and psychology and this demonstrates a sense of vulnerability in their perceptions of the nursing role. Equally it may demonstrate a misunderstood role of mental health professions in the care of people with schizophrenia.

Findings of this study also demonstrated that the process of change is complex and fraught with difficulties that may be outside the control of the researcher. Particular problems encountered in this study related to staff changes and poor morale. This affected both the developments of the care
pathway in terms of engagement with the project, but also of more importance, the implementation of the care pathway. This was an unexpected occurrence within the project and led to participants having insufficient knowledge to implement the care pathway into practice. This finding would have relevance for similar hospitals experiencing a fluctuating complement of staff.

The role of the researcher in facilitating the change process led to respondents offering both positive and negative views. Some respondents perceived the change process to be a management inspired objective whilst others recognised that they were able to contribute and shape the agenda for change. The dual role of the researcher in being both a project manager and a researcher may have contributed towards the perception of ever increasing management control.

In sum, the findings indicate that the development and implementation of a care pathway led to a rigorous defence and articulation of the view of individualised care. Care pathway development did produce various responses on the perceived role of professional groups within the context of the multi-disciplinary team. However, these findings must be seen within the change context locally but also within the wider politics permeating the NHS. The following section will now apply these findings to the management of psychiatric services.
Management of psychiatric services - political imperative

In this section it will be considered how a care pathway would extend the managerial remit over psychiatric services. This will be considered in relation to the Government agenda of reforming mental health services to ensure greater quality and control over psychiatric work. The process of changing psychiatric practice will also be considered and include the development of evidence based practice, integrated care, managing corporate risk and enhancing the role of the user in psychiatric care.

A repeated argument throughout this study has been that there is increasing control over the management of health personnel and what they do (Edwards 1998), and secondly, how and where the client is managed (Chan & Rudman 1998). Respondents readily agreed that a care pathway was more aligned to the needs of the health service manager as opposed to a clinician. Commissioning authorities may be positive towards this development because care pathways may facilitate improved service agreements. A care pathway is designed to ensure the patient receives the most effective interventions and satisfies the outcomes within a time-limited trajectory (Rietz et al. 1997) although in this study, it was not possible to manage the workforce in achieving these service aims. Respondents were able to identify the relationship of a care pathway to both the local needs of the service in managing resources, but importantly, convergence with the wider Government agenda of more integrated care.


Convergence of appeal

Following completion of the study, further advancement of policy has detailed a greater degree of control over the provision of health care (Department of Health 1997). The Government has identified that variations exist between the way mental health services are provided and integrated across the UK and has put forward a series of measures to place the quality of care into the centre of health care planning and provision. Under a system of clinical governance, Chief Executives of health care organisations will need to demonstrate that they and individual clinicians have systems to audit the quality of patient care (Department of Health 1998a). The Government has produced a mental health National Service Framework (NSF) (Department of Health 1999) setting standards in five areas: health promotion; primary care; access to services; focus on serious mental illness (SMI) and the reduction of suicide. A Commission for Health Improvement (CHI) (Department of Health 1998a) will monitor adherence to the standards. Respondents readily identified with the influence of past managerial structures on health care and perceived a care pathway to be a natural extension of this agenda. A care pathway could be used to introduce other managerial structures but as demonstrated within this study, respondents were not always positive if it was perceived to conflict with individualised patient care.

A National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) has been established as a special health authority to provide authoritative and prompt guidance on therapies, treatments and clinical guidelines to the NHS. Following a period of
review, new treatments and health technologies will be proclaimed as a national standard and be included within NSF’s (Department of Health 1998a). Systems need to be devised to incorporate and demonstrate NICE guidance (Littlejohns 1999) and a care pathway may serve this need. In this research study, respondents were unable to identify those tiers of interventions that were evidence based and most appropriate to introduce to the clinical encounter. Respondents could not agree on best practice which would be the forerunner to evidence based interventions and so the usefulness of a care pathway appears limited in this respect.

The Government’s stated appeal to improve clinical accountability for the way professionals practice their work demands a major attitude change for mental health practitioners. Targeting groups of disorders such as schizophrenia also adds convergence of appeal for the use of care pathways as a tool to co-ordinate clinical governance. A care pathway may enable NHS Trusts to co-ordinate the use of clinical information to exert maximum influence on the patient’s problem and provide best use of clinical resources (NHS Executive 1998). However, there were many problems in developing the care pathway, the most important being the inability of clinicians to say what they do for this client group. Moreover, each professional group has felt threatened by having their role and function displayed within a transparent framework. Although the research process did lead to a reappraisal of role function, the process of carrying out psychiatric work was not greatly changed.
Assessing the quality of care has been explicitly discussed in the NSF and was widely recognised as important by the respondents in the research study. Respondents questioned whether a care pathway added a too greater emphasis of ‘big brother’ and a questioning of the workforce. However, this perception of surveillance is likely to be extended under clinical governance. The aim is for the process of care to be clearly mapped out for ease of audit. Respondents identified that a care pathway may make the professional more accountable for their performance and so rectify deficiencies within the service. However, inspection of the care pathway found large parts incomplete suggestive of greater deficits in care than was expected.

The recent changes to the NHS highlight increasing internal and external managerial control over how clinicians practice. The advent of the NSF heralds a movement towards reducing clinical variation and towards standardised care, monitoring the quality of care and opening up a new era of clinical transparency and managerial scrutiny (Department of Health 1998b). A care pathway works within these parameters, but as discovered within this research study, care pathways are perceived to be politically motivated to ‘control’ the workforce. A perception of control manifested in many ways such as the care pathway preventing individualised work, challenging professional boundaries and adding a greater scrutiny over the rationale of care. In this study, respondents offered negative views of a care pathway when they thought management staff of the organisation was directing a care pathway.
**Linking primary and specialist services**

The management of illness episodes spreads far wider than the ward or community setting and a care pathway could be used to integrate all the different agencies and professionals involved (Hunter & Fairfield 1997, Edwards 1999). For example, the interface between primary and secondary care could be bridged with a referral route and specified action plans from the General Practitioner (GP) to a community mental health team. This would enable a greater degree of control over access to specialist psychiatric services and may prevent unnecessary use of expensive hospital beds. Lang *et al.* (1997) discovered that GP’s were particularly concerned with poor communication between primary and specialist services with unclear roles and responsibilities. Respondents appreciated the advantages of linking primary and specialist mental health services such as improved communication, allocation of community workers and quicker discharge from hospital, although the tool was unable to demonstrate these features of integration in clinical practice. Arguably the process of managing services across different agencies is too ambitious for a care pathway given the lack of ability to manage services in one care area.

**Control over corporate risk**

Care and treatment negligence claims are increasing in the UK and a care pathway may be a vehicle to guard against corporate litigation risk to the organisation (Ellis 1997). The care pathway mechanism prompts the clinician to act when the patient is not conforming to the confines of the care pathway
(Pearson et al. 1995). Hyams et al. (1995) found that clinical guidelines could be used to both prevent and pursue cases of litigation. For example, organisations that develop care pathways for ambiguous treatment conditions like schizophrenia may be more able to demonstrate a considered view in the courts. The opposite case of providing care with less time to consider the possibilities may be less easy to defend. Alternatively, the courts may demonstrate that two different psychiatrists provided alternate types of care for the same diagnosis. However, in this research study there was little evidence to suggest a care pathway could reduce clinical variation and may actually increase the risk of litigation because clinicians were largely unaware of how to apply best practice.

Many nurse respondents were critical of the blame-culture within health care and felt nurses were too often identified as the culprits in medical and nursing negligence cases. However, this must be balanced with the fact that psychiatric nurses are the largest group of staff having the most face-to-face contact with the psychiatric patient (Thomas 1997). A care pathway may introduce a shared perspective to managing health care risk for all of the team but be unsuccessful in reducing negligence cases.

**Refocusing practice: the evidence based culture**

Broad directions have been laid down within the NSF for the future development of mental health services (Department of Health 1999). The development of a care pathway would aim to include those aspects of care
deemed best practice (Ellis & Johnson 1999). Respondents identified that the
development of a care pathway was a dynamic process which would aim to
include an ever increasing number of evidence based interventions. However,
respondents could neither identify evidence-based practice nor describe
psychiatric care accurately for inclusion within the care pathway. Following
the process of implementation, respondents identified that parts of the care
pathway were 'optimistic' and 'unachievable'. It could not be assumed that a
care pathway would facilitate the development of mental health services as
determined within the NSF.

Assuming that suitable evidence based interventions could be found for
changing psychiatric practice, it would involve a large element of training the
staff to use and evaluate these new interventions. For example respondents
identified that using a rating scale to measure symptoms and outcomes of
care was an improvement on the unstructured method of assessment
previously practised. As part of the preparation to implement the care
pathway within this study, clinicians were trained to use the Brief Psychiatric
Rating Scale and the Health of the Nation Outcomes Scales. Many of the
nurses were positive about their new skills but their application in practice
was not widespread. Wider implementation of the care pathway would require
further and on-going training commitments from the organisation. The use of
care pathways may be a possible tool to demonstrate this on-going effort for
evidence based mental health care (Dykes & Wheeler 1999). However simply
including more modern types of interventions within a care pathway would be no guarantee for their use within psychiatric practice.

A case of not using interventions simply for not being supported by evidence may deny patients a potentially therapeutic intervention. Steve, Mike and Simon put similar arguments forward for not standardising care. They felt that only standardised care could be supported by evidence. This has possibly led to the suggestion that the care pathway was unrepresentative of hospital care. For example, some care pathways from the United States do not include the role of a psychologist for in-patients with schizophrenia (St. Elizabeth Medical Centre 1995). Within this study, there was little provision of OT or psychological care for those patients who followed the care pathway. The bulk of the care pathway reflected the role of medical and nursing staff in managing the patient episode. It may well be the case that psychological and OT care could be provided as an exception rather than the norm. However, some studies have identified that psychiatric patients value the ‘talking therapies’ following their illness (National Institute of Health 1994). Moreover, the dangers of such a conclusion may lead to a disintegration and lack of involvement of the MDT in caring for the psychiatric patient. A rationalised or ‘reduced’ service may be the end result of practice not considered to be ‘evidence based’ by NICE or by care pathway analysis.
Managing morale

The NHS records a variable turnover of nursing staff (7% to 36%) and high rates of ‘leavers’ results in skill and knowledge attrition, low morale and retention of poorly trained and motivated staff (Audit Commission 1997). The impact of job dissatisfaction has been identified as a major source of stress for nurses (Farrington 1997) although the link between stress and absenteeism is not clear (Matrunola 1996). It has been argued that a care pathway increases work satisfaction (Newel 1994) and leads to a level of perceived control over the nature of psychiatric work. However, findings from this study identified considerable conflict both within and across the professions during both the development and implementation phase of the care pathway. Although recruitment and retention of staff remains a particular problem for psychiatric services a care pathway may compound the problem and be unable to conserve on this vital human resource.

A positive correlation has been found between increased levels of control, autonomy and work routines i.e. protocols in patient focused care (see chapter 1) with reducing stress in the nursing role (Jenner 1998). However, this study found repeated examples of role conflict as respondents grappled with contentious issues in deciding the content of their work. Some respondents expressed concerns over their ability to exercise control in the provision of care. Levels of morale on the study ward compounded the problem. Because care pathways are so new to the current systems of care, they demand a working environment and staff group that will accommodate
the features of a new system. It remains uncertain whether organisational systems could be better managed to enable care pathways to give higher levels of autonomy and control to clinician groups.

**Realignment of care for the consumer**

Greater emphasis has been placed on the role of the consumer as an interactive agent in the planning of care (Neuberger 1999). However, problems still remain in their actual involvement and patients understand little of the treatment direction (Spicker et al. 1995). A care pathway is an attempt to make the process of care transparent. Users of services can determine if the contents of the care pathway fit their expectations. This may challenge the dominant 'paternalistic' provision of care and embrace a new era of a self-critical public. There was some appreciation of these factors from Ingrid, but on the whole, the care pathway was interpreted as a mechanism imposed on the workforce and the patient. As a further step towards involving the user of care, some care pathways have included pictures or images of the care delivery episode (Bumgarner & Evans 1999). This may be useful for inner city areas that cater for a patient where English is a second or poorly understood language.

Some research from the care pathway literature analysing general adult conditions has found that patients score higher on care satisfaction. Patients valued the prescribed pattern of care so that they knew in advance what treatment to expect (De Luc 2000). This may enhance patient participation
and knowledge about the service. Users may prefer to have care given on an individual basis as advocated by the respondents in this research study.

In this section it has been considered whether a care pathway would extend managerial intentions over health care. Based on the evidence of this study, psychiatric practice is a poorly understood and applied body of knowledge. It appears unlikely that a care pathway would greatly extend the agenda for improved quality of care or to reconfigure psychiatric work to encompass evidence based practice.

A care pathway may lead to a greater appreciation of the factors contributing towards risk and the value of the consumer in planning care, although be ineffective in managing services across agencies. Although respondents perceived a care pathway to extend the managerial gaze over psychiatric work, the suggestion that a care pathway would lead to a more managed service has not been upheld in this study.

**Psychiatric nursing**

There is a perception that psychiatric nursing must follow an individualised perspective in caring for people with schizophrenia on hospital wards (Brooking & Ritter 1992) and this was highlighted by many of the respondents in the research study. It was claimed that people present with individual ‘needs’ which require an individual response from a clinician. It could be argued that care pathways represent the antithesis of an Individualised
approach, so long espoused by psychiatric nurses for the development of therapeutic relationships (Hill & Michael 1996). It was a commonly expressed view that care pathways would somehow demean the interpersonal work that takes place between a nurse and a patient. Others have suggested that care pathways are intended for use in specific illness or treatment groups and have mechanisms for tracking variances (Schriefer 1995) and ensuring individual corrective action (Robinson et al. 1992). However, respondents only partially completed the variance section of the care pathway. If the patient did not conform to the care pathway, the stated intervention was not delivered. On very few occasions was nursing care changed to address individual needs. So in this regard, respondents using the care pathway failed to track variances from the stated care plan and certainly overlooked any corrective action.

Other respondents perceived that care could be standardised for some parts of the patient’s care and treatment. One could argue that by following a standardised process, the nurse could be better able to respond to the needs of the client in a planned way. Individualised care may lead clinicians to be reactive to situations. Some respondents argued that the process of standardising care led to a more considered view on psychiatric care. Although this may have been the case, it did not change the way nurses worked. Psychiatric nurses continued to do the same activities even when they advocated the benefits of individualised care.
Some scholars have argued that standardisation of nursing tasks reduce the potential for flexibility in working practices (Mangen 1982). It could be that the setting of standards removes the potential for nurses to insert delays into the care system, practice according to particular styles or to hold firm views on the nature of nurse-patient relationships. In this research study nurses used the problems of care delays to prevent the setting of standards. The impact of clinical governance and the NSF may ensure that psychiatric nurses work towards national standards of care for patients with a SMI (Department of Health 1998a). Professionals who favoured individualised care generally opposed care pathways and this could be the case for other Government initiatives such as clinical governance and the NSF.

Discourse on professional groups has identified psychiatric nurses to experience a sense of disempowerment (Stein 1967) and reverence towards their medical colleagues (Clarke 1991). Issues of social class, information and power have been central to this inter-disciplinary conflict (Pilgrim 1983). A care pathway may work towards re-dressing this balance by identifying parts of the role, which have clear links with evidence-based practice. Although nurse respondents in this study could find very little evidence to support their role and function, this may be due to poor research training. Retsas & Nolan (1999) used the Barriers to Research Utilization Scale (Funk et al. 1991) and found the most frequently identified problems were insufficient time to access, interpret and implement research evidence. Similar to the findings of
this research study, this led to problems in implementing ‘evidence’ within clinical effectiveness initiatives like care pathways.

Increasing amounts of research are finding evidence to support non-pharmacological interventions (Drury et al. 1996a,b, Tarrier et al. 1999). If these interventions were included, a care pathway may lead to a gradual realignment of nursing status and role with other professional groups such as psychiatrists and psychologists. There are two main problems with this claim, specifically for care pathways designed for schizophrenia. In this study, nurses encountered a great problem in describing a comprehensive list of interventions used for patients with schizophrenia. Moreover, nurses did not have the knowledge on how to apply or appreciate evidence-based interventions. Primarily, there would be the need to train psychiatric nurses to use these interventions and, possibly of more difficulty, persuading nurses to adopt these interventions within the confines of a care pathway. As identified within this research study, nurses may be unable to answer questions relating to evidence based practice due to the infancy of the research base (White 1997).

A more pressing problem has been the adoption of a humanistic ethic installed into nursing practice (Thomas 1997) and nurse education programmes throughout the 1980’s (Nolan 1993). A humanistic perspective values the individual approach to care and prefers to look at the totality of the patient’s needs. Mental distress would be seen as a product of the
environment and inner psychological conflict (Barker 1989, Barker et al. 1997). Some have argued that this perspective has led to a rejection of the evidence for a neurobiological understanding of mental disorder (Betemps & Ragiel 1994), which embraces both the use of medical and psychosocial interventions. Within this study, the care pathway was designed for people with chronic schizophrenia and based on the medical classification of disorders. This ultimately influenced and confronted commonly held nursing perspectives. Preparing psychiatric nurses on the possible conflict and confusion between a humanistic and medical care perspective would be fundamental to securing the adoption of a care pathway.

The nursing profession has generated a body of knowledge and skills that are claimed to be unique to the discipline. Within the research study, nurses claimed to have developed unique areas of expertise specific to the patients’ illness. This may have fuelled some of the antagonism towards ‘letting go’ of certain nursing duties. It has been demonstrated that nurses perceived themselves to be ‘over-worked’ in both the delivery and management of psychiatric care. A care pathway may begin to illustrate the amount of time and activity that psychiatric nurses could potentially spend with patients. This would confirm the conclusion that past and contemporary studies continually find that hospital psychiatric nurses disengage with psychiatric patients and spend little therapeutic time with them (Johns 1961, Higgins et al. 1999). A care pathway may enable psychiatric nurses to improve on this important
deficit in care and also produce a more robust mechanism of determining therapeutic contact.

A care pathway may be able to identify periods of time when psychiatric nurses have been engaged in activities that are considered important or not important for ward work. The problem is that nurses were unable to describe their role and this raises questions over whether nursing care is sufficiently formalised for ward nurses. This could be due to respondents not having a sufficient awareness of their role and many nurse respondents demonstrated this. However, this position questions whether it is appropriate for psychiatric nurses to work on wards or if people with schizophrenia benefit from being admitted into hospital. The development of the care pathway helped to identify nursing work but also displayed large gaps where nurses were unable to say how they justified their role on psychiatric wards. This could explain why nurses were so defensive of an individualised approach to psychiatric care.

Like other accounts of inter-professional rivalry (Lyons 1998), this study found evidence of a rigid adherence to professional domains and this may possibly prevent clinicians from accepting the generic roles held by health care practitioners. The development of a care pathway aims to identify common ground, generic working and clinically effective interventions. This may have antagonised some of the respondents because the approach gives little support to professional ideological differences in its pursuit of efficient health
care. If psychiatric services were to adopt care pathways, the nursing discipline would need to suspend some of the concerns of inter-professional rivalry that have been so strongly asserted.

Psychiatric nurses are the largest occupational group in mental health services (Thomas 1997) and therefore provide the bulk of the responsibility to deliver and co-ordinate the process of care delivery. One could assume that nurses would have a greater overview of the input from all professions involved in the patient’s care. Respondents identified that it is the nursing staff that largely co-ordinate this care through daily ‘hand-overs’, ward rounds and the CPA process. One could have expected therefore a greater appreciation of the roles and responsibilities of both the nursing staff and other clinician groups. As discovered in this research study, the development of the care pathway provided a forum to re-examine the role and function of all psychiatric professionals. Although nurses were unable to capitalise on this forum, future exercises could prepare psychiatric nurses to become adept at extending their practice into roles undertaken by psychiatrists and psychologists. This could lead to an increase in role legitimacy, but may also strengthen negotiating positions for parity of status, pay and conditions.

Some have argued that nurses need to develop a standardised language to reflect their input into the care planning process (Dean-Barr 1994) and this has been put into practice by the work of the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (McFarland & McFarlane 1993). Jones (1997) argued
that a standardised nursing language would enable the nursing input to be formally recognised by purchasing bodies and more visible to policy makers. It could be argued that a standardised conception of care illustrates a considered and formal view on the delivery of nursing interventions. This would be in contrast to an informal and ad-hoc way of describing nursing care, which is subject to the interpretations of individual practitioners. A standardised nursing language within a care pathway may also work towards demonstrating the contribution in improving health outcomes albeit compromising the individualised ethic in nursing practice. In this sense, a form of discourse projects power (May & Fleming 1997) where the language of standardised care supersedes the implementation of individualised care. Although clinicians may have been taught to deliver care in an individualised way, or as identified in this study, deliver individualised care according to the practitioner’s value system, a standardised nursing language would counter and bring into line these alternative ways of working. Greater concordance in working to set outcomes of practice may then be achieved.

The prospect of greater managerial control over the workforce may well have influenced the Trust to support care pathways research. This research study gained support from the Director of Mental Health Services, but there was little support for the project throughout the organisation. This was recognised and affected the commitment from professional groups such as medical and psychological staff. Due to the power and autonomous status of medical staff (Flynn 1992), the use of care pathways may be more effective in managing
psychiatric nurses that hold less power compared to their medical counterparts. For example, nurses could be employed specifically to provide care as determined on the care pathway. The care pathway could specify more clearly the skill mix requirements for ward staff and so control more efficiently the costs and deployment of psychiatric nurses. The problem would be for psychiatric nurses to implement the interventions specified by the care pathway. Nurse respondents were open and critical about the lack of training or support for implementing specialised interventions on psychiatric wards.

Many studies have found that psychiatric nurses experience stress in their work (Sullivan 1993) but one of the main factors associated with 'burnout' is that to do with unrealistic expectations of the nursing effect on patient outcomes (Melchior et al. 1997). Burnout is thought to consist of three parts: emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and reduced personal accomplishment (Maslach & Jackson 1982). A care pathway may begin to redress the third issue where nurses can develop a more focused and realistic awareness of their effect on patient outcomes. This is particularly so for those patients that may be slow to recover from their illness. However, in this study, respondents offered unrealistic expectations of their role in both delivering interventions and being able to predict response to treatment. Moreover, respondents attempted to build in delays and exaggerate their role on the care pathway. This may contribute to a perception of decreasing control over clinical progress and so exacerbate the effects of burnout in psychiatric nurses.
The practice of psychiatric nursing would be challenged by the impact of a care pathway specifically the gulf between Individualised and standardised approaches to care. In this study, the care pathway challenged the ideals of psychiatric practice namely that of the therapeutic relationship, the language of psychiatric care and the assumption that a nurse knows what they do. If psychiatric nurses are unable to explain their role it begins to undermine the rationale for hospital care. The proposed benefits of a care pathway in focusing psychiatric nursing have not been found in this study. It is questionable if a care pathway would reduce levels of burnout in staff or improve the co-ordination of psychiatric nursing for people with schizophrenia.

**MDT working**

The literature contains a vast amount of research into how professions dispute territorial roles between one another (Hugman 1995) and how they extend their role into vacant occupational territory (Jordan et al. 1999). A care pathway has been proposed to improve inter / intra professional communication and team integrity (Musfeldt & Hart 1993). Mental health care is no exception and possibly more complex in the potential for conflict not just between professionals, but also between professionals and users. For these reasons, most studies stress the importance of developing care pathways through meetings and consultation between key members of the MDT (Velasco et al. 1996, Barnette & Clendenen 1996).
A frequently cited benefit of psychiatric care pathways is their ability to provide definitive role functions and work activity patterns (Dykes 1997a). In this study, the development of care pathways questioned the appropriateness of certain clinicians to deliver interventions. This led to professional groups asserting their control over certain interventions. Professional groups felt disinclined to discuss their role beyond superficial dialogue. Some respondents identified the lack of 'evidence' supporting the role of the team, whilst other respondents identified that it was difficult to describe their role and function.

There are advantages to developing a care pathway. Firstly, it exposes some of the underbelly of MDT working such as suspicion and the tendency to 'scapegoat' other professional colleagues. It also exposes power imbalances in the team, which may fuel disintegration of the team structure. With repeated discussion about one's role it may reduce role ambiguity although it remains doubtful whether it leads to improved MDT working. Respondents were able to identify common problems for people with schizophrenia although had great difficulty in listing interventions and outcomes for individual disciplines. The group were unable to identify interventions and outcomes common to the MDT. This suggests that generic MDT working is in name only although a small number of respondents were able to recognise and respect both similarity and diversity across the professional team. Many respondents identified that a care pathway did not deliver a more focused response to care
and others suggested it lead to further demarcation into rigid professional boundaries. A more pressing concern is that if the MDT had difficulties in explaining their role, it undermined the rationale for the spectrum of psychiatric care for people with schizophrenia.

Much of the working group debate centred on the need for definitive professional domains of practice because it was felt that any move towards the use of care pathways would dilute the role and function of certain professional groups. In this study the care pathway was synthesised from the research and theory of a number of health care professions. Government policy has suggested that services should be designed to minimise professional and geographical demarcations (Department of Health 1999). It would appear that a care pathway could integrate the wider continuum of mental health care to include, as the NSF has suggested, housing, benefits and employment agencies (Department of Health 1999). However participants were unable to describe in clear terms the admission route into hospital and the subsequent involvement of the community team. It would appear too difficult to integrate and represent a far broader approach to care as detailed within the NSF. Respondents in this research study were positive about the moves to recognise the diversity of mental health care although the team was unable to detail the complexity of multi-agency service configuration.

The roles of different psychiatric professionals share many similarities (Sainsbury Centre 1997) and respondents observed that teams provide
unnecessary duplication of psychiatric work most notably that of assessment and care planning duties. For example, the researcher observed that nursing staff assessed the same reasons for admission as the admitting doctor. A care pathway could be used to economise on limited resources and also protect the patient from being over-assessed. However, respondents would comment that they thought their individual assessment was important for the planning process and refused to limit this role in place of other professional groups. A care pathway would begin to challenge particular views but gaining consensus of opinion and streamlining what does occurs for psychiatric patients was incredibly difficult in this research setting.

In this study, some data on how MDT’s re-conceptualise their work within care pathway structures have been examined. The process continually questions the nature of interventions used, the effectiveness and the appropriateness of the professional groups who aspire to use them. The process by which health care become partitioned into observable chunks and how MDT’s negotiate their work within a care pathway will undoubtedly produce many professional ‘turf’ wars. However, the prime factor that should fuel future research and policy formulation is that the MDT were unable to say how they work or what they do in great detail for people with schizophrenia. If this finding was to be representative of all wards and community teams it would question the provision of psychiatric care in the UK.
Education & training

There has been some suggestion that current methods of training mental health workers have been largely ineffective (Sainsbury Centre 1997) and this is inclusive of psychiatric nurses (Tunmore 1997). This is largely because educational establishments have failed to deliver on the practical needs of the service. It has been asserted that a care pathway type structure could act as a framework to train a workforce to deliver care. The components within the care pathway could determine specific issues for inclusion within multidisciplinary training routes. The problem is deciding the content of the framework and how near it comes to evidence based practice. Some scholars have rejected the preparation of nurses focusing on evidence-based practice. For example, Gordon (1998) has argued for students to be exposed to practices that celebrate individualised care. Respondents noted on many occasions, and for different parts of their role, that evidence for practice was difficult to establish for people suffering from schizophrenia. This has relevance for training psychiatric professionals to deliver evidence-based practice. The NICE will issue guidance on the types of interventions for certain patient groups and it is not inconceivable that guidance would be issued within a care pathway structure.

Changing to care pathways would demand a compatible working culture where the team will work cohesively and collaboratively in the pursuit of jointly agreed interventions and outcomes of care. It is only recently that a skills deficit has been identified and addressed by courses such as the Thorn
initiative (Lancashire et al. 1997). It is to this end that services using care pathways will require MDT's that are able to conceptualise care within outcomes-based-language, articulate psychosocial interventions and have a greater understanding of the overall process of care. However, given the evidence secured in this study it appears unlikely that the MDT would be able to achieve any of these objectives.

A care pathway that focuses less on outcomes based practice and more on the process of care may be a more realistic starting point for training psychiatric professionals. For example, a care pathway could track the various stages of securing accommodation for those patients who habitually disengage from their housing and benefits entitlements. This process could then be taught specifically to new employees. It may well be the case that less time would be spent teaching professionals on issues that are not included on the care pathway. Although this could produce a highly skilled mental health worker, it would be at the expense of a broader application to mental health care. This could be evidenced when mental health workers choose to go and work in different areas of practice. Mental health workers could be trained to deliver a larger proportion of tasks common to professional groups. However, highly skilled and specialised staff such as psychiatrists and psychologists would challenge the expansion towards a larger generic role for mental health workers. Although a care pathway would identify areas of generic practice that could be identified for training material,
it was observed in this research study that professional groups resisted any dilution in role.

If the contents of a care pathway were taught to all the involved professionals, it might enhance and focus teaching programmes on the most appropriate care components. For example, some reports note that no single mental health profession has been trained to adequately deliver and manage psychiatric care (Sainsbury Centre 1997). Teaching professional groups to follow a care pathway may enable clinicians to follow common goals of treatment for particular types of patients and clinical environments. The problem is making sure that education and training does not become too constrained or dominated by any one single care perspective. This teaching programme would also conflict with an interactive, consciousness-raising approach to learning such as those advocated by Freire (1972). This viewpoint makes the assumption that students will simply learn facts from the educational programme with no individual interpretation or application to practice. It would be a retrograde step for nurse education to simply teach nurses the contents of the care pathway. Nurses require critical thinking skills to be able to challenge practice and dominant care ideologies. The history of nursing shows subservience to the medical model (Nolan 1993) and given the fears of a medically dominated care pathway from within this study, the use of a care pathway as an educational tool must be viewed with caution.
By its very nature, a care pathway itemises what the service requires professionals to achieve. Respondents noted that it was very difficult to describe what they do and when asked this question, spoke only of the more measurable tasks. Teaching professionals how to care and treat people through the contents of the care pathway may minimise the hidden skills of psychiatric practice. Respondents noted many occasions when 'just being with the patient' was a meaningful activity. A care pathway also presents the image that care is a mechanistic activity and that professionals have control over the condition. As the contemporary research data indicates, the predictability of health states such as schizophrenia is poor (McGlashan 1988) compared to surgical conditions such as total hip replacement (Gregor et al. 1996). Moreover, when respondents observed patients to proceed through the care pathway it confirmed the view that clinical progress remains largely unpredictable.

Before a care pathway is used for training purposes, further research should be performed to establish whether health professionals are content to follow this method. It may be found that it produces a too limited viewpoint of patient care. This was certainly the case for the OT and psychiatrist respondents. They argued that the complexity of a patient’s care could not be splintered into a set order. It was advocated that treatment required a multitude of options unconstrained by rigid practice parameters.
In this section, it has been considered whether a care pathway could inform the future training of mental health professions. The nursing profession has stated a commitment to promoting inter-professional working (UKCC 1992) although whether a care pathway could deliver on this aim remains debatable. Nurses, amongst other clinician groups were resistive to identifying generic practice. Quite possibly boundaries will merge to create a common professional training although it remains questionable whether a care pathway would be the most appropriate vehicle to bring this about. In this study, respondents did not perceive care pathways to result in clinicians becoming less territorial or implement inter-professional collaboration at a level where it improved the quality of care patients received. Greater purchasing authority to commission health care education which supplies suitably qualified mental health professionals to manage specific diagnostic groups fits comfortably with care pathways. However the recipients of this education may be less positive when they attempt to challenge care or go on to work in different areas of mental health. In sum, moves towards a multi-skilled workforce give little support to individual professional ideologies and with this being such a strongly asserted principle for the respondents in this study, little use for a care pathway can be seen within this area.

**Treatment and care of schizophrenia**

The development of a care pathway assumes that health professionals have a degree of certainty over how patients will respond to interventions. This has been indicated by published accounts of care pathways and the attempt to
Implement the care pathway in practice (Andolina 1995). However, for the disease type of schizophrenia, this may not be so easy. The problems in treatment are in part due to the changing and complex picture of its presentation, course and outcome (Johnstone & Lang 1994). By attempting to develop the care pathway, respondents have identified that the care of a patient with schizophrenia is determined by individual circumstance. Process related activities were easier to identify compared with outcomes based practice. This may explain the dominance of process related care pathways in the literature (Lowe 1998). However, some elements of care could be standardised such as the admission of a client into hospital and planning for their discharge.

The diagnostic classification of schizophrenia has come under intense critique with many scholars perceiving the label as a heterogeneous category with poor validity and reliability (Boyle 1990). Others have considered the term schizophrenia essential for clinical practice. In one study Wing et al. (1998) expressed concern that nurses were particularly negative in appreciating the importance of the label in assessing and delivering care. Respondents within this study could identify with people suffering from schizophrenia, but preferred to identify common problems that affected people with this diagnosis. In effect, the working group ignored the diagnostic label to focus on common problems such as ‘improving social functioning’ and ‘securing accommodation’. Respondents argued that by focusing on common problems, mental health care became more tangible to plan and deliver. The use of ‘lay’
terms may also reflect the social language of mental health that would be acceptable to all professional groups. Some respondents perceived the label of schizophrenia to be representative of a medical discourse and felt uncomfortable in being part of a project that focused heavily on 'symptoms' and 'diagnosis'. Therefore it may be more appropriate to design care pathways for groups of patients that exhibit common problems as opposed to focusing on a diagnosis.

The pharmacological treatment of schizophrenia plays a major role in managing the disorder (American Psychiatric Association 1997) and an important part in the care pathway. Greater promise has also been found with the newer types of 'atypical' neuroleptic compounds compared to classical drugs (Franz et al. 1997, Tollefson et al. 1997), although further research is required (Wolfgang Fleischhacker 1999). However, the process of developing the care pathway involved a single responsible medical officer (RMO) and the medication algorithm was designed from his experience. It is questionable whether other RMO's would agree to implement this medication regime and this study demonstrated differences of opinion regarding the predictability of schizophrenia. There appears to be little consensus across the medical profession for following set medication algorithms and this itself indicates the inability to predict the treatment direction. A possible way forward is for all the psychiatrists in the local hospital to agree on medication protocols. These protocols could then be included within the care pathway. However, medical dominance and independence allows the profession to alter and change
treatment to follow particular ideas. The psychiatrist respondent supported this when he suggested that 'psychiatrists follow what ever particular interest they have about the pathology of the illness'. The problem with this practice is the lack of accountability to both the patient and the organisation. A care pathway may help to audit the prescription of medication for people suffering from schizophrenia and show differences but may be ineffective in ensuring psychiatrists stay within agreed protocols.

Although there are no specific causative factors that can wholly explain the condition of schizophrenia, increasing evidence is pointing towards structural brain abnormalities such as reduced grey matter volume and enlarged lateral ventricles (Zipursky & Kapur 1998, Hafner 1998). Various tests can be performed to detect neurological changes such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Positron Emission Tomography (Travis & Kerwin 1997). Some respondents identified the possible use of these tests and a care pathway could indicate when these tests should be carried out for the prediction of a more accurate diagnosis. For example, patients with bipolar disorders do not record differences in grey matter volume (compared to schizophrenia) (Zipursky et al. 1997). Further research may indicate the most appropriate methods of treatment for the different types of disorder and these could be standardised on a care pathway. However, this advancement in treatment remains entirely speculative and one that is not currently part of routine practice.
The development of the care pathway prompted a general awareness of the lack of milestones in the treatment of schizophrenia. A precise audit of previous inpatient treatment for patients with schizophrenia would be a further step towards enabling the identification of milestones and outcomes of usual practice. Developing and implementing medication protocols would be more difficult as evidenced by the development of a care pathway in this study. The types of medical language used to describe people suffering from schizophrenia antagonised some respondents into rejecting the content of the care pathway. However, the care pathway could be a mechanism by which to introduce more modern forms of detection and diagnosis and so aid the treatment of schizophrenia.

In this section, issues relating to the management, configuration and training of mental health professionals have been considered. A care pathway may have some success in areas such as making care practices transparent. However this is reliant on professionals knowing what they do for people with schizophrenia. In others areas a care pathway may offer false hopes such as the increased ability to manage psychiatric care and professionals. The potential of a care pathway to shape professionals to deliver care in a standardised way may be blunted by the strongly held views on individualised care. A limiting factor in evaluating the benefits of a care pathway is their infancy of development but evidence from this study offers only a limited potential for psychiatric services.
Limitations of the study

The researcher will now identify a number of different approaches that could be undertaken if a similar study was to be undertaken again. The study conclusions also identify a number of different lines of enquiry that would inform the debate on care pathway development and implementation. The following section will outline some of the mistakes encountered in carrying out this study and suggest some alternative research methods and approaches for future research.

The first intention of the research design was to attempt to test a care pathway within a quasi-experimental design for people suffering from schizophrenia. However, the difficulties of developing this type of design were apparent when the researcher attempted to apply this method to the particular context. Two of the major difficulties were identifying what exactly was being developed and secondly, organising the team to implement the care pathway. An action orientated ethnographic research method was chosen to best suit this research setting. However, the products of such an analysis have been criticised for producing subjective 'impressionistic data' (Mobley 1997), 'trivial generalisations' (Atkinson 1990) and 'unrealistic expectations' (KnafY & Howard 1984). Although both ethnographic accounts (Hammersley 1992) and action research studies have as their goal to develop theory, it has not been the intention of this research study to produce conclusive explanations or extend theory. Rather to describe the process of
developing the care pathway with the care team and bring to light the Issues as described by the study participants.

Collecting freely expressed perspectives from all respondents proved to be a difficult process. For some respondents, the researcher was perceived as a potential threat to their professional culture. The researcher had to adopt a progressive entry procedure by taking a neutral position to the many issues that were raised. This allowed the researcher to gradually gain insider views on the mechanics of compartmentalising the various roles and tasks of the team. Becker (1970) suggests that the researcher take a particular stand on a set of issues and for these to be explicit during the course of the research study. By doing this it clearly shows any possible motivation for carrying out the research. This would have been very difficult for the researcher because co-operation was required for the working group process and for the implementation of the care pathway. Establishing trust and confidence from participants and respondents transpired through intensive contact with the study site and close relationships with key informants.

Many have noted the need to involve all clinician groups in the development of the care pathway (Dykes 1997b). However, findings from this study suggest that not all clinicians were willing to engage with the development of a care pathway and compliance with implementing the care pathway was low. This spanned across all professional groups studied and it was difficult for the participants to accept that it was a research study centred on the use and
development of care pathways. This could be due to the perceived threat of a

care pathway in controlling work processes. Alternatively, professions may
have perceived a care pathway to break down tasks into a routine that could
be performed by other professional groups. The researcher was reliant on a
few research confederates who were able to persuade others to engage with
the study. For example, George and Steve were fundamental to securing
access to the ward staff. For other participants, such as Giles and Simon the
researcher developed close friendships and so gained more involvement than
would be expected. For example, the researcher would engage with normal
social discourse and then weave in issues relating to the study. Opinions
would then be noted down at the end of the working day.

The findings of this research approach corroborate some of the characteristics
of action research. Namely, the process of action research changes in
response too organisational and professional pressure (Hart & Bond 1996)
and the products of action research being determined by all parties. The
researcher intended to use an empowering strategy, but resorted to a top-
down researcher led project management style. The project raised the
collective consciousness of the workings of psychiatric professionals and so in
many ways fitted the enhancement approach to action research (Holter &
Schwartz-Barcott 1993). Various questions were raised such as 'what
interventions do you use, at what time and under what conditions for people
with schizophrenia' or 'in what ways do you interact with other professional
groups'. It could be argued that a far greater understanding of the role of
psychiatric staff has been achieved. However, the research study has not sought to generate or test theory, rather to advance and explicate a series of views regarding psychiatric care pathways. In many ways, this research study used an eclectic approach to action research using whatever tools were appropriate at the time to carry out the study. For example, the researcher approached the site with a defined problem (technical approach) but then worked on a series of tasks to empower the study participants (enhancement approach). This ultimately led to a perceived clash of interest and may have fuelled disengagement and lack of interest with the research process.

Although the researcher appreciated the complexities and configurations of organisational culture (Meek 1988, Handy 1993) and change process management (Lewin 1958), it was unsurprising that the implementation process, 'ground to a halt'. For example, Zac identified that the research process was 'on the shoulders of one person'. The nature of a care pathway introduces change to the culture of the organisation and so the process of change should have been targeted at different levels. Moss Kanter et al. (1992) identifies that change can be targeted at both an individual level and more globally, through the structure of the organisation. Further, the researcher under-estimated the impact of examining professional roles given the local political difficulties within the Trust. The researcher could have used the Innovation Readiness Scale (Snyder-Halpern 1998) to determine the ability of the organisation to partake in and support the study. On the part of the researcher, there was little appreciation of how far the Impact of care
pathways would reveal the sensitivities held by professional groups towards this innovation. However, the problems of implementation were also due to the instability of the change environment, to the nature of care pathways and the poorly directed change process. The sudden change of staff at the start of the project was so unexpected and dramatic on the success of developing the care pathway that it ultimately led to the implementation phase of the care pathway project being discontinued.

The study could have been improved if the researcher had developed the care pathway away from the study site. A research process could then collect views on the care pathway but also track professional themes in its development. Possibly the researcher would not have experienced the poor level of engagement particularly at the implementation stage of the study. In retrospect the working group process was not sufficiently helpful to develop the care pathway and more often led to professional degradation and confusion when describing roles and interventions. A working group may be more effective when staff groups are stable and feel motivated to engage with a project described in this study.

The researcher was known by many of the hospital management and clinical staff and spending time on the ward at the start of the study proved to be successful in paving the way to the larger study. Although the researcher collected only initial impressions, it served to desensitise the staff to the involvement of the researcher. Working group meetings were established and
the researcher became active in the facilitation parts of developing the care pathway. At times the researcher challenged some of the perceptions of psychiatric care within the working groups and this gave rise to the criticism that the researcher was taking a biased view. On one occasion, Simon accused the researcher of taking an anti-psychologist view in representing the account in the working group minutes. It may well be more appropriate to carry out action research studies with staff cultures that are unknown to the researcher, although this would compromise some of the benefits of qualitative interviewing such as close proximity to the study issues (King 1994). Other difficulties occurred when the researcher was over eager to collect information about people's impressions of care pathways and the necessity to gain taped interviews. It became apparent that 'endurance' and 'negotiation' was essential in this particular study context.

It has often been noted that researchers have all to gain from carrying out research at the expense of the people who give their time to answering questions and being studied (Fryer & Feather 1994). To some extent this is true of this research study. The researcher carried out the study and left the organisation with little contact with the respondents who he had built firm relationships with. Although the researcher expressed warm thanks to the participants there was a feeling that people had been assembled for the explicit purpose of studying them during this social experiment. However, the organisation as a whole gained a great deal from the study. A different conception of psychiatric care was developed which empowered the
workforce to question present service provision. Punch (1986) would argue that a process of emancipation far outweighs the disadvantages to potentially unwilling or exploited participants. It led to members of the hospital staff successfully bidding for further research funding to carry out additional research into care pathways and provided the facilitator of the newly funded project with ‘hands-on’ knowledge on how to develop and implement care pathways. Johnson (1992) argues that researchers should actively disseminate findings in order to justify the research process. The researcher had done this both before (Jones 1995) and following the study (Jones 1999).

During the working group process, the researcher would spend time observing and listening to conversations and noting down issues that appeared relevant to the study objectives. Although the working group meetings occurred at set times, there was little structure to the development of the care pathway. Decisions about implementing the care pathway occurred spontaneously. This made being a systematic participant observer difficult and the researcher had to capitalise on unexpected incidents and issues in the field. Archbold (1986) prompts the researcher to accept these ambiguities and for preliminary analysis to re-focus the research process further. This led to an iterative process to occur between data collection and analysis.

Much criticism has been directed on the role of the researcher and the part they play in influencing respondent’s views (Paterson 1994). This criticism
Implies that respondents play a passive role in this exercise when experiences from this study found some respondents to be confrontational with the researcher. Respondents would often contest various issues relating to their role and function. These were usually prompted by naive questions from the researcher or were a reactive response to the occasional but unintentional brusque manner by which the researcher attempted to gain access to the various departments in the hospital, and the community team.

The researcher was enabled to carry out the study by the general manager of the Trust although this created a set of problems for the researcher to develop trust with the respondents and participants. Many of the staff in the hospital and community team knew the researcher at both a professional and friendship level. However, respondents also identified the study as being supported by the management of the Trust and felt uneasy about divulging information that could, conceivably, be used against them by the researcher. One suggestion would be for the researcher to 'guarantee subject confidentiality' (Archbold 1986: 158) but this was problematic given the difficulties in developing the care pathway. In the field notes, the researcher recorded many discussions with the hospital manager detailing various individuals who were obstructing the care pathway project. As this study has demonstrated, this was necessary to ensure that the care pathway project was completed. The researcher experienced disappointment however when the care pathway project had to be prematurely discontinued due to the eventual lack of engagement and the possible negative effect on patient
outcomes. For example large parts of the care process were left unaccounted for thus placing both the service and the patient at risk. This was an unexpected occurrence and demonstrated some of the pitfalls in carrying out this type of study, which is so dependent on engagement from staff. The sense of disappointment also helped the researcher to see more clearly the dual role of both being a researcher and a project manager. This was a source of stress for the researcher because he was working to two sets of objectives.

Given that care pathway development and multi-professional care is under-researched, this led to the researcher asking questions that on reflection were naive and uninformative. For example the researcher spent time asking respondents about the characteristics of usual care. The findings do not represent the vision of more elaborate questions such as how professionals negotiate care pathways for their own professional protection. This possibly illustrates the lack of focus on the part of the researcher when he entered the research setting. Future research enquiry may be more structured in learning how specific occupational groups respond to the introduction of a care pathway. This may deliver service benefits for organisations when attempting to implement a care pathway.

However, the study did collect data on the more obvious possibilities of care pathways such as the effect of standardised care and an enhanced managerial perspective on care. Hammersley (1992: 70) identified 'sufficiency
of evidence’ to determine credibility and centrality of major research themes. This research study has demonstrated both the occurrence and diversity of the individualised-standardised care continuum, and for this to be significant for the potential acceptance of care pathways within psychiatry. This finding, although unsurprising, is extremely relevant given the moves to standardised care provision.

Qualitative research has the potential to amass considerable amounts of social data and selecting the information to include in the final analysis was determined by both pragmatic and ethical considerations. The researcher developed strong relationships with key personnel in the hospital management structure and some of the confidential information disclosed could not be included in the final analysis. There was also the difficulty in estimating whether sufficient information had been collected and if this would be detailed adequately to form interesting themes for discussion. This resulted in the researcher possibly carrying out too many interviews and logging conversations and observations beyond the needs of the research study.

The process of developing and implementing the care pathway was through an action orientated research process and the working group meetings could have been presented as singular case studies or key events. Describing the issues that were addressed in the working groups may have provided a clearer view of how and why the care pathway was developed in this
particular way. Robson (1995) suggests that key events can illuminate the context of ethnographic research. However, it was important to connect the themes through the whole of the data set and provide interrelationships between inter and intra professional relations across the study site. Moreover, a considerable amount of data collection occurred outside of the working group meetings and this added clarity to the developed themes.

The presentation of ethnographic accounts is often criticised for the tendency to omit detailed contextual information concerning the environment (Garfinkel 1967) and method (Sandelowski 1986) in which issues were collected and how themes are linked to one another (Keddy et al. 1996). However, unlike grounded theory, this account has attempted to demonstrate links to the wider socio-political environment. Collecting this type of information has resulted in data being sought through numerous sources. Respondents may not always have been aware that they were divulging information, although they were all informed that a research study was taking place. For example the researcher would listen to conversations in the ward office or community team about the tensions of integrated working. On other occasions, the researcher would collect information from social gatherings where health professionals would discuss cases and psychiatric care. There has been some attempt to distinguish between overt and covert data collection strategies and how this information has contributed towards the themes. The overall attempt however is to present an account of the issues and processes that the researcher and participants experienced during the time of the study.
Other research approaches

There is a paucity of research into the development of care pathways within psychiatry. It is often assumed in the literature that care pathways are just 'produced' with consultation from clinicians. This study has explored one method of developing the care pathway and indicates the potential for different research methods and approaches. Moreover, the research approach described in this study started from a position of limited knowledge on how to implement a care pathway within mental health services and more informative lines of enquiry could be usefully followed.

The care pathway could have been developed in isolation from the study ward and subsequently imposed on the staff groups. By applying Lipsky's (1980) 'street level bureaucracy', the researcher could explore how staff groups re-order the components of the care pathway to suit their own needs within the organisation. Alternatively, the care pathway could have been developed through a Delphi style study. The Delphi technique aims to gain consensus around a set of issues through an iterative process (Linstone & Turoff 1975). This approach could be adapted to show incremental changes across the professional groups or whether different professional groups develop and agree the outcomes of care pathway in similar ways. For example, many respondents in the study commented on the possible advantages of creating the care pathway within the confines of their own professional group.
Whilst the study has detailed the various issues, there has been no attempt to quantify these views across the professional groups. The issues could be assembled into a Likert scale to assess clinician or manager’s perceptions of the change to care pathways. Applying this type of research method may provide knowledge on the ‘readiness’ of certain hospital and community Trusts to adopt the use of care pathways. For organisations wishing to apply care pathways, the use of this research method may enable change protagonists to target those areas most susceptible to change.

The research study could have used expert panels or focus groups to develop the care pathway as opposed to the clinicians on the ward and community team. Alternatively, a purchased ‘of-the shelf’ care pathway (Andolina 1995) could be customised to match UK health care policy and practice. This may have produced a more informed care pathway but one which was unacceptable to the staff group. Comparing the two care pathways developed in different ways may provide knowledge on how best to implement them in practice.

A research approach that ascertained the views of service users in both developing and being cared for and treated with a care pathway would extend the knowledge base for service user involvement in the UK. Although only seven clients were admitted onto the care pathway, the study findings would have benefited from a more informed view on the service users’ perceptions of the positive and negative effects of care pathways. Some studies have
found that patients record a greater level of care satisfaction if they know the expected hospital treatment plan (Courtney et al. 1997, Weiland 1997). However this study added little to the knowledge on how in-patients with schizophrenia will progress along a care pathway, if outcomes will be achievable, or if community resources such as suitable supported housing could be effectively mobilised. Future implementation studies may be interested in identifying the 'hidden costs' of care (e.g. awaiting housing) when patients remain in hospital beyond clinical need.

Given the difficulties in establishing trusting relationships with certain respondents, more informed and less constrained views may have been gained from the use of a respondent diary. The diary technique has been used extensively in health research (Verbrugge 1980, Hickey et al. 1991) and could be used to chart the developmental problems as a concurrent activity in the working group process. Intensive interviewing used within this study produced retrospective accounts of care pathway development, often collected weeks and months from the actual experience. The diary method may reverse bias inherent in the researcher-respondent relationship and in the recollection of events. Ross et al. (1994) suggests that respondents record events that are typical of the observed effects. Alternatively, respondents could be encouraged to record a diversity of cases to illustrate the extremes of care pathway development and implementation.
The majority of studies have employed quasi-experimental designs exerting varying degrees of control over the sampling procedure, independent variable and use of statistical tests of significance (Cook 1998). Campbell et al. (1998) suggests a publication bias towards those studies that report positive results for care pathways. Future research studies need to employ a randomised controlled trial (RCT) to test the effects of a care pathway. Health technology assessment champions the RCT to evaluate the effectiveness of new treatment methods (Stein & Milne 1998). However, the problems of conducting a RCT may be difficult to reverse due to the practical problems of control group contamination and randomisation of staff / patients to deliver the experimental effect. For example many wards are situated within close proximity to one another and to a certain extent, staff work across different wards. Comparing the effect of a care pathway on wards located in different hospitals would be compromised by differences in ward culture.

**Recommendations**

In this section the researcher will briefly examine some recommendations for the commissioning of services, practice and future research. It is important to reflect that a great deal of political change has occurred from beginning this study to the end and so in some ways the future for care pathways and their application has been laid out. Care pathways for example have been identified as one of the strands in the commissioning and delivering services within the reformed NHS (Department of Health 2002a).
Commissioning agencies

The abolition of Health Authority structures and a devolved commissioning service to a Primary Care Trust (PCT) herald a significant shift in front line care delivery and control. A PCT will be able to provide services within the primary care area but also link up the secondary care services through a care pathway. Likewise a PCT will commission and ‘performance manage’ secondary care services to ensure targets are met. A care pathway has been identified as a vehicle to carry out this function.

A commissioning agency could also use a care pathway to shape education and training for specific types of disorders or services. This type of training may sit outside the traditional make up of professional groups. The delivery of care may focus more on the interventions that are used as opposed to the profession that is traditionally commissioned to provide it. A care pathway may help to reshape this agenda.

Managers of care

Respondents identified a care pathway as a tool to check on the delivery of interventions and whether progress was being made to reach agreed upon outcomes. Although this was not particularly recognised as a positive feature for their application in psychiatric care by clinicians, a care pathway would have wider managerial relevance. Recent legislation has called for greater controls over the way hospitals manage the care episode (Department of Health 2000). Hospital services will need to demonstrate that they have tools
to manage variations that occur within diagnostic groups. Local service
managers will therefore have a greater ability to spot and rectify variations
and so ensure costs and quality of care are met. Although the number of
managers interviewed for this study was very small, a care pathway would
offer a manager of services many worthwhile benefits such as controlling the
workforce to deliver health and social care outcomes.

A care pathway may enable a manager to redesign service delivery to meet
pre-set outcomes of care. In this study respondents were able to demonstrate
that large parts of the care process could be broken down and reassembled
within a care pathway structure. Although respondents offered both negative
and positive opinions on this process, it does offer a different mechanism to
manage service delivery.

**Future research**

Future research should build on the qualitative understanding of how a care
pathway can be developed and the different options for this. For example the
researcher could develop a care pathway and then present to psychiatric
professions with a view to collecting data on changing the care pathway. A
research process would possibly be more informed by having a clear research
question such as how and in what ways professions change the care pathway
to fit their practice requirements. Alternatively a research study could begin to
explore the patients experience of following a care pathway.
A research study would need to be mindful of the environment in which the care pathway was going to be implemented. The researcher may wish to examine how different professions in a more quantified dimension experienced a care pathway being put into practice and examining any variations. For example, it may be found that it is only when nurse vacancies become unstable does the implementation of a care pathway become problematic.

It is important for future research to be cognisant of the complexities of change management. On reflection, this researcher was naïve in his awareness of managing the change process within the project and so much more could be explored in future studies. For example, future research could look at different styles of implementation such as care pathways implemented by clinicians to those implemented by management staff. Data could then be collected on the outcomes of implementation such as compliance in the staff groups in using the care pathway and comparing this to the success in meeting the outcomes for patients.

_Psychiatric professionals_

Respondents in this study did experience a sense of greater understanding over what they did but also an enhanced view of the role of others within the team. This would have clear benefits for themselves and the patients they serve. It would help them also to seek out the evidence to support their ways of working and generally respondents were positive about accepting this
responsibility. Respondents spoke highly of what they did and a care pathway could be used to teach them although not at the expense of diminishing the individualised conceptions of care. Much more needs to be done to demystify the nature of care pathways if they are to be accepted by clinicians.

**Conclusion**

This study has been able to demonstrate many difficulties in developing and implementing care pathways and indicates their introduction to psychiatric care is premature. In many respects there is a lack of knowledge to support the full spectrum of psychiatric care and treatment. A care pathway also leads to conflict and tension within the MDT. The observations and interviews collected from the respondents are unique to the study context, but their relevance to the business of psychiatry is profound. Respondents were involved in an exercise that departed from traditional care practices and so challenged their conceptions of care and treatment. The use of a standardised protocol conflicted with the way clinicians have been taught to provide individualised patient care.

Government commitment towards clinical protocols, investment in information technology and a modernisation of mental health services has added stimulus to finding new ways to deliver quality mental health care. The relevance of care pathways for practice shares many of the aspirations of the Government legislation such as the search for quality, equity of services across the UK and a curtailment of variable practice. Respondents were able to identify how a
care pathway made MDT working more cohesive and the management of care more accountable although psychiatric care was not changed. As some of the findings illustrate, respondents have been guided to these views by the managerial agenda pursued over the last two decades.

This discussion has pulled together the main problems and barriers encountered in constructing a care pathway for the in-patient treatment of schizophrenia. The main obstacles encountered in this study reflected those described in the literature: professional resistance to exposing practice; concerns about the mechanistic nature of the care pathway and its threat to individualised care; inter-professional rivalry and defensiveness over roles and functions; above all, absence of information on interventions and outcomes to inform the pathway components. A number of recommendations for practice, managers and research have also been made by drawing on some of the research findings but also the wider political context within the reformed NHS.

A critical synopsis has been provided on the research methods used and approach taken within this study. Limitations of the study highlighted a number of different techniques that could be employed for future research. It has been the general argument that care pathway development and implementation research should be carried out using ethnographic principles within an action research process. In the light of expected and unexpected events occurring within the study, a research strategy that was adaptable to a changeable set of circumstances was important. The use of qualitative
methods has been useful given the absence of qualitative studies exploring the contextual changes for psychiatric care pathways within NHS Trusts. It is suggested that the approaches used within this study could inform future studies in care pathway research.
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Multi-disciplinary Care Pathways for In-patients with Schizophrenia

Framework For Use

Summary
i) The care pathway is a single multi-disciplinary documentation package given equal legal status as usual care / progress notes.
ii) The care pathway is completed by all care providers.
iii) The care pathway replaces individualised discipline notes. Only care pathway documentation can be used for this pilot project.
iv) All patient and process information to be written in the care pathway case note folder.

Description of use
1) The care pathway has 5 pre-identified problems commonly associated for in-patients with schizophrenia (>3 ads. 3 yrs.); disturbed psychotic state which may result in the patient becoming a danger to self or others; poor knowledge about illness process, symptoms & access to psychiatric services; poor compliance with medication; deficits in social and occupational functioning; problems in securing discharge arrangements.
2) Problems, interventions and outcomes not identified here are charted and delivered by exception. They are written on the 'Problems, Interventions & Outcomes Not Covered By The Care Pathway' form.
3) The problems identified are common to all professional groups. All professional groups work towards resolving these problems by delivering pre-specified interventions.
4) Eight groups of interventions (categories) have been identified; assessment on admission and throughout length of stay (LOS); teaching on admission and throughout LOS; discharge planning; psychosocial interventions; risk assessment & safety in hospital; Mental Health Act; medical treatment; Page 1s on admission and throughout LOS; occupational therapy & interventions throughout LOS.
5) The CPRN's, IPCM or allocated nurses (those aware of the principles of care pathways) will judge whether to make a daily entry into the 'multi-disciplinary notes' section. Allocated nurses who are unaware of the principles of care pathways must make a shift-by-shift entry on the daily progress of the patient. As far as practicable, pilot patients should be allocated to RN's who are aware of the principles of care pathways.
6) The care provider using this care pathway would not include information contained in the care pathway. Example the CPRN would not write in the MDT notes: 'the patient has a BPRS score of...........the patient appears to have little insight into their illness and reasons for admission'.
7) Each discipline follows the care pathway and completes the interventions as prescribed. If the intervention is completed, the provider signs the document and dates it. For example, on Page 1 of the care pathway, if the CPRN completes the admission 'front sheet' within 2 hours of admission, s/he signs their name in the 'completed' column and inserts the date in the 'date' page 1 (CPRN-care pathway registered nurse IPCM-in-patient case manager; RN-registered nurse; OT-occupational therapist; SHO-senior house officer; RMO-responsible medical officer; LW-locality worker).
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column. If the intervention cannot be completed, the provider looks at the variance tracking codes, selects the appropriate code and inserts it into the variance column. The provider completes the variance tracking sheet by inserting the date, written note on the variation, its code, action taken, signature and designation. For example, if the CPRN can not complete the admission 'front sheet' because the patient is too aggressive, the CPRN inserts a variance code for the patient being aggressive (A8) in the 'variance' column. S/he then goes to the variance tracking part of the folder, and completes the variance tracking form. It could read, "unable to undertake assessment because the patient was too aggressive" for the 'variation' part, and "will re-assess in 4 hours time following medication" for the 'action taken' part. Later, if the intervention can be delivered, the provider signs and dates the intervention to indicate it has been completed. If on subsequent attempts, the intervention is still unable to be delivered, it is recorded on the variance tracking form.

8) It is the responsibility of the IPCM (charge nurse / other mental health professional) to monitor the overall delivery of multi-disciplinary interventions within the care pathway (additional problems added) and for outcomes achieved. This may occur on a weekly basis (more if necessary). This will provide an up-to-date retrospective and concurrent audit of what needs to take place for outcomes to be achieved.

9) Each discipline follows the care pathway and audits the patient's progress to see if the patient achieves pre-determined outcomes of care. The documentation procedure for point 5 is applied here.

10) Care pathway documentation replaces daily note keeping. If changes in the patients condition occur and are not covered within the care pathway, this information would be documented in the 'multi-disciplinary notes section'. Examples may include: suicide attempt, physical / verbal aggression, abscondion, changes in levels of observation, changes in activity plans, alterations to psychological interventions.

11) If the patient is transferred to Bevan Ward (Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit) or any other acute admission ward, the care pathway is terminated and usual care documentation used.

Organisational changes to implement care pathways

1) 1 IPCM and 2 CPRNs have been identified for this pilot. Identified patients to follow this care pathway should be admitted by 1 of these three key personnel (if unavailable, another RN should complete the documentation). At the next available opportunity, the CPRN should check the documentation and update as specified on the care pathway. Roles for the OT, Psychologist, RMO, SHO have also been locally agreed.

2) All admitted patients (max. n=8) who fit the criteria for care pathways will be allocated to one of the 2 CPRN groups. To ensure the correct balance in group numbers, as 1 trial patient is admitted into a CPRN group, a patient from that group will be allocated to a non-CPRN group.
3) To ensure CPRN / IPCM cover, annual leave will be planned in advance. For periods of annual leave, no additional patients will be admitted onto the pilot project.

4) 2 LWs have been identified to case manage the 8 prospective pilot patients. All patients admitted onto the care pathway will be allocated to an LW within the first week of admission.

5) There will be 1 centralised collection of documentation notes and these will be stored in the nursing office. Care pathway documentation will be identified with a sticker located in the middle of the folder stating that the patient is on a care pathway. The patient will also be identified by looking at the ward office patient information board. They must not be removed from the ward area.

6) Nurses who administer prescribed medication to pilot patients must be careful to record all refusals ect on the reverse of the medication chart. This information will be used for variance tracking purposes.

7) Either the IPCM or the CPRN should attend weekly management, ward and CPA rounds and complete the care pathway for pilot patients.
1) Disturbed Psychotic State Which May Result In The Patient Becoming A Danger To Self Or Others

2) Poor Knowledge About Illness Process, Symptoms & Access To Psychiatric Services

3) Poor Compliance with Medication

4) Deficits In Social & Occupational Functioning

5) Problems In Securing Discharge Arrangements: Accommodation, Benefits, Support In The Community.

(Any other problems, chart and deliver by exception)
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Problems, Interventions & Outcomes Not Covered By The Care Pathway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Date &amp; Desn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Date &amp; Desn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Category (Assessment)**

**Assessment on Admission and Throughout LOS**
- CPRN complete admission 'front sheet' within 2 hours of admission
- CPRN orientate patient to ward within 1 hour of admission.
- SHO initiates medical examination within 24 hours of admission.
- WC fax details of admission to GP & NWLT within 24 hours of admission.
- LW complete 'needs' assessment within 10 working days of admission.

RMO ensures patient seen in first ward / management round following admission and then 2 weekly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week (Wk.)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If patient has more than 3 admissions in 12/12 RMO consider referral for rehab. team within 3 weeks of admission.

**Decision:**

CPRN document further assessment / untoward events in multi-disciplinary notes as required.

(CPRN: care pathway registered nurse; SHO: senior house officer; OT: occupational therapist; LW: locality worker; PT: psychologist; RMO: responsible medical officer)
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### Category (Assessment)

SHO re-assess mental state weekly and document in multi-disciplinary notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk.</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale

CPRN complete BPRS within 3 days of admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 2 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 4 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 6 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 8 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 10 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 12 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 14 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 16 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 18 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 20 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 22 weeks from admission. Score:
CPRN complete BPRS 24 weeks from admission. Score:

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; RW-reality worker; PT-physiotherapist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
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### Category (Assessments)

| OT complete initial assessment by 1st. week of admission. |
| OT complete aims and objectives to cover motivation, ADL needs and role/habits by 2nd. week of admission (document on 'problems not covered by care pathway' form). |
| OT review aims and objectives weekly (document on care pathway). |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OT completes ADL assessment by 5th week of admission if decision made for supported accommodation (mental state reached plateau).

### IPCM raise need for PT service every 2 weeks from admission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If patient require PT referral, SHO writes letter within 5 working days of referral decision made.

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
Multi-disciplinary Care Pathway for In-Patients with Schizophrenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Teaching)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Teaching on Admission and Throughout LOS**
CPRN inform about advocacy services within 2 hours of admission.
CPRN assess baseline knowledge on illness history; symptoms; support mechanisms; disease / medication management; levels of cognitive functioning within 3 days of admission.

CPRN develop therapeutic alliance within 1 week of admission.
If patient assessed to have impaired cognitive functioning, teaching / information input should be 10 minute sessions daily for each week on the programme. Content should be patient focused, directed towards changing behaviour, easy to understand.

**Teaching Programme**
No. 1) CPRN educate patient on reasons for hospital admission i.e. what has gone wrong, risk to self or others ect by 2nd. week of admission.
By end of 2nd. week patient should show awareness of reasons for admission.
No. 2) CPRN educate patient on reasons for medication and compliance by 3rd. week of admission.
By end of 3rd. week, patient should demonstrate some knowledge of their medication, effects and side effects.
No. 3) CPRN educate patient on symptoms of their disorder and explore patients' perceptions by 4th week of admission.
By end of 4th. week, patient should state 3 symptoms causing them distress.
No. 4) CPRN explore with the patient experiences and reasons for relapse by 5th. week of admission.
By end of 5th. week, the patient should demonstrate their understanding of relapse by stating 3 symptoms particular to them.
No. 5) CPRN educate the patient on how to access the psychiatric services, role of key worker, GP by 6th. week of admission.

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
### Multi-disciplinary Care Pathway for In-Patients with Schizophrenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Teaching)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

By end of 6th. week, the patient will demonstrate their understanding of mental health services by stating 2 access points.

No. 6) If patient placed on section 2/3 of mental health act, CPRN spend 30 minutes each week to ensure understanding of rights (MHRT, advocacy services, solicitors).

Patient will demonstrate awareness of MHA rights upon application.

If any component of teaching programme unachieved, CPRN redeliver following 6 week block and document the corresponding number below on care pathway (only 1 component per week).

Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.
Outcome No.

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
Multi-disciplinary Care Pathway for In-Patients with Schizophrenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Discharge Planning)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discharge Planning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN identify patients named LW:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN refer patient to NWLT within 24 hours of admission if no identified LW:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty worker assess patients' needs within 10 working days of admission and allocated to named LW:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN arrange 1st. CPA within 7 working days of admission. 10 days for a formal admission. Date:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN complete CPA form and distribute to relevant parties within 24 hours of completion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By 4th week of admission decision made for independent, supported or continuing rehabilitation accommodation. Decision:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Housing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient judged to be fit for independent accommodation, and patient has own flat, LW ensure this is habitable (inclusive of essential services) by 10th. week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient requires flat, LW writes letter to HPU by 5th. week of admission informing them of need for temporary housing in 2 weeks time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient deemed vulnerable, but refuses supported accommodation &amp; has no accommodation and ready for discharge, LW writes letter to HPU. LW secures increased support in the community.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supported Housing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient deemed to be long term vulnerable, LW assess for type of supported accommodation. Type:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW contact hostels to establish vacancy list. For hostels with vacancy, send out referrals by 5th. week (low support: Marsh Hill, Peter Bedford Trust). Identify hostels referred too: 1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Discharge Planning)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low support accommodation to be secured by 12th week of admission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If more intensive support required, LW refer to Park Lodge, Nicholas House, Greenwood Road, Fuldon Road, Queensdown Road, Whiston Road by 5th week of admission. Identify hostels referred too: 1. 2. 3. 4. Accommodation to be secured by 16th week of admission. If patient requires supported accommodation and has forensic/drug history, LW refer to Greenwood Road or St. Martin of Tours by 5th week of admission. Identify hostels referred too: 1. 2. 3. Accommodation to be secured by 16th week of admission. If following first round of referral, no supported accommodation secured, LW re-establish vacancy list and make applications by 17th week of admission. Identify hostels referred too: 1. 2. 3. 4. Accommodation to be secured by 22nd. week of admission If accommodation not found by 22nd. week of admission, LW follow pathway to securing independent accommodation with increased community support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Completed | Variance | Date | Comments)

(CPN = community psychiatric nurse; SHO = senior house officer; OT = occupational therapist; LW = locality worker; PT = psychologist; RMO = responsible medical officer)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Discharge Planning)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient requires Joshua / Homerton Row, RMO send referral by 5th week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report received on these types of rehab. settings by 11th. week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If accepted for Joshua / Homerton Row patient should be ready for transfer by 18th. week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW arrange final care planning meeting 1 week before expected discharge.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date set:____________________</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date completed:_______________</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC faxes details to GP within 2 hours of patient discharge.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT and LW discuss referral plan for community services (Mind, Employment, Day Centres, CPOT).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of referring provider: __________________________</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of services required:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring provider makes application by 5th week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By 10th week of admission, patient accepted into community services.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By 1st. week of admission, CPRN establish if patient receiving benefits.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient not receiving income support, CPRN complete A1 booklet and return to DSS by 2nd week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient to have received income support by 4th. week of admission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
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### Psycho-social Interventions

PT perform 1st. assessment three weeks from receipt of referral letter.

PT perform 2 further weekly assessment sessions using either psychometric scales, problem focused interviewing or criterion based tests.

PT draw up plan of care (problem areas to be addressed, interventions to be used and outcomes to be evaluated) within 1 week of completing assessment package (charted on care pathway documentation). Areas of intervention (voices work, delusion modification, social/emotional work, relapse prevention, coping with illness counselling, behavioural management work, family work).

PT hold 10-20 weekly contact sessions starting 1 week from completion of assessment package (progress towards outcomes charted on care pathway documentation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN: care pathway registered nurse; SHO: senior house officer; OT: occupational therapist; LW: locality worker; PT: psychologist; RMO: responsible medical officer)
**Category (Risk Assessment & Safety in Hospital)**

### Risk Assessment & Safety in Hospital

CPRN perform risk assessment within 1 hour of admission (components 8-16, 19-20 & rating scales).

Patient remain ward based for first 24 hours of admission.

If patient wishes to leave ward during and following first 24 hours (informal), CPRN re-assess mental state, risk factors and inform ward / duty doctor. Consider detention under MHA (document in notes).

If mental state deteriorates and patient deemed to be at risk, unwilling to stay and ward doctor not present, CPRN consider using Section 5(4) nurses holding powers to secure safety of the patient (document in notes).

If mental state appears stable and patient informal following first 48 hours, patient should be persuaded to spend time within hospital grounds.

If mental state appears stable and patient informal following 1 week of admission, patient should be persuaded to spend time outside the hospital grounds.

If mental state continues to improve, and patient informal following 2 weeks of admission, patient should be persuaded to spend periods of leave off the ward at home / friends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leave commenced</th>
<th>Leave ended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Multi-disciplinary Care Pathway for In-Patients with Schizophrenia

### Category (Risk assessment and safety in hospital)

If patient continues to exercise a problem in securing safety of self / others, CPRN re-assess factors weekly and document in risk assessment package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date commenced</th>
<th>Date ended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If patient requires close / special observations, CPRN document reasons in notes and progress on forms (adhere to hospital policy).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date commenced</th>
<th>Date ended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If patient becomes absent without leave, CPRN document dates on care pathway (adhere to hospital policy).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date AWOL</th>
<th>Date of return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Medical Treatments)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Treatments on Admission &amp; LOS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On admission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient aggressive on admission / LOS, PxD Lorazepam PRN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient non-compliant on previous medication regimen at point of relapse, restart on same dose and drug type; if necessary increase over 6 week trial period.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient relapsed on past medication regimen, PxD Respiridone; if necessary increase over 10 week trial period.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient exhibits side effects of medication, PxD Procyclidine 5mg BD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After 10 weeks of admission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients mental state improved on typical neuroleptic over 10 week trial period, PxD appropriate depot formulation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients mental state not improved over 10 week trial period, PxD other class of neuroleptic such as Olanzapine and increase over 10 week trial period.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients mental state not improved over 20 weeks of admission, SHO undertake complete review of medication history (document in multi-disciplinary notes).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By 20th. week of admission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If decision taken to PxD Clozapine, baseline WBC taken. If WBC normal, PxD Clozapine 12.5 mg initial dose (night) and increase by BNF limits for 28 days of treatment (split 450mg / day max).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHO take weekly WBC's for first 18 weeks of trial and 2 weekly for duration of treatment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patient shows intolerance to Clozapine or WBC abnormal, stop immediately and PxD the most effective past medication regimen, or any untried anti-psychotic medication.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
**Category (Medical Treatments)**

**By 25th. week of admission**

If patients mental state improved on Clozapine treatment over 6 week trial period, continue to monitor over 6 month trial period.

If patients mental state not improved on Clozapine treatment over 4 week trial period, increase dose and monitor over 6 month trial period.

If patients mental state not improved over 6 months, Pxn. the most effective past medication regimen, or any untried anti-psychotic medication.

RMO review medication regimen 2 weekly. Insert changes on medication chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPRN Ax. Pxn. medication as per chart. All refusals / omissions recorded on drug chart.

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Occupational Therapy Treatments)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupational Therapy Interventions Throughout LOS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By 2nd. week of admission, the patient will attend low level groups on the ward (Tuke ward project group; Activity group; Sports group; Pottery). Specify Groups To Attend:&lt;br&gt;1) &lt;br&gt;2) &lt;br&gt;3) &lt;br&gt;4) &lt;br&gt;The patient will be monitored to ensure attendance in low level groups throughout hospital admission (document in multi-disciplinary notes).&lt;br&gt;If patient refuses to attend low level groups, OT will examine reasons in 1-2-1 contact sessions by 3rd. week of admission.&lt;br&gt;Patient attends groups following this 1-2-1 session work.&lt;br&gt;By 5th. week of admission, patient will attend more structured high level groups such as skills based groups, creative groups and work skills groups (dependent on levels of functioning)&lt;br&gt;Specify Groups To Attend:&lt;br&gt;1) &lt;br&gt;2) &lt;br&gt;3) &lt;br&gt;4) &lt;br&gt;The patient will be monitored to ensure attendance in high level groups throughout hospital admission (document in multi-disciplinary notes).&lt;br&gt;If patient refuses to attend more structured groups, OT will examine reasons in 1-2-1 contact sessions. 1-2-1 contact continues until patient's level of motivation improves.&lt;br&gt;Patient attends structured sessions following this 1-2-1 contact work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (Mental Health Act)</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Signed</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Health Act</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient admitted on Section 4 / placed on Section 5(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN check legality of section papers upon receipt of application.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN read MHA rights to patients upon application (completed when patient able to understand).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If RMO deems further detention required, CPRN ensures ASW and GP informed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRN inform patient about advocacy services (MIND, Patients Council).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Patient admitted / placed on Section 2/3 | | | | |
| CPRN check legality of section papers upon receipt of application. | | | | |
| CPRN read MHA rights to patients upon application (completed when patient able to understand). | | | | |
| CPRN inform patient about advocacy services (MIND, Patients Council, Solicitors, Hospital Managers, MHRT). | | | | |
| CPRN provide leaflet for appeal under sec 2/3. | | | | |
| CPRN prepare report 5 days upon receipt of letter from MHA adm. | | | | |

| Consent to Treatment | | | | |
| If patient on section 3, consent to Tx. form (58) signed upon 3/12 of application. | | | | |
| Date Section 3 applied: | 3/12 Tx. Date: | | | |
| Consent to Tx. form signed: | | | | |
| If patient refuses Tx., CPRN contact Sec. 12 Doc. within 24 hours. | | | | |
| Second Opinion form signed: | | | | |

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)
## Multi-disciplinary Care Pathway for In-Patients with Schizophrenia

### Category (Mental Health Act)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detained patients' leave under Section 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If patient is detained, CPRN assess patients' suitability for leave and section 17 formed signed by RMO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CPRN-care pathway registered nurse; SHO-senior house officer; OT-occupational therapist; LW-locality worker; PT-psychologist; RMO-responsible medical officer)